




SATELLITE DICEST

TOP OF THE MOilTH

A DIFFERENT kind of video is the
subject of an intensive look this month
by Canadian pioneer Mark L. Lewis.
Video text or Teletext is 'hidden away'
on a number of unused lines in the
normalTV picture transmitted by major
networks such as CBS. as well as
satellite delivered services such as
WTBS and even on'international satel-
l i tes' such as Gorizont at 14 west
covering Europe, Africa, and parts of
Asia. Teletext or 'Videotext' decoder
boxes sell for as little as $300 and with
them you can d ia l  up the current
temperature in Budapest (Hungary),
direct from Hungary, the price of gold in
South Africa or the program listings for
CBC North on ANIK. But there are
problems, and a lack of worldwide'standards,' as we shall see in our pre-
liminary look, here, this month.

BUILDING SMATV systems for fun,
and we assume profit, continues to be
a'hot topic.' In Part 3 of our continuing
series, CSD looks at how a cable dis-
t r ibut ion p lant  in ter faces wi th  the
SMATV headend, and what disciplines
are required.

ARTHUR C. CLARKE reports from
Sri Lanka what his 16 foot home dish
system is 'bringing in,'and Hughes Air-
craft's Space Scientist Elio Sion writes
about the coming explosion in South
American domestic satellites.

COOP writes in his comments sec-
tion about 'No More Bad Language'
and the strange Anti-Japanese TV
viewing campaign going on in South
Korea where satellite TV 'imperialism'
is a hot political subject.
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oun covER/ rhe n"r, n"nJS,YSnut
of satel l i tes and services is the
theme of a current push by Ford
Aerospace to develop higher power,
globe-circling Clarke Orbit satellites
in the latter half of the 1980s. As our'pioneering report' starting on page
I reveals, Teletext, 'hidden within'
the TV signal, is already worldwide
if you know where and how to look.
Artwork courtesy of Ford Aero-
space;  Pol ish Videotex( t )  o f f -
screen photo by M.J. Stone, Down-
end, England via Gorizont at 14
west.
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"When You Offerthe BestWarranty in
the IndustU, You Have to Sell Only the

n BeSt EqUipment." -Bsyt Rose,president, BRSaterite
l a
Y* formula for success is simple: sell only the Optional Additional Four Year "Futureploof" "

finest TVRO equipment and stand behind it
all the way.

That philosophy is just as successful for our
dealers. Why not put it into practice for yourself,
with our help?

Toll-free ordering. Same Day Shlpment.
Every product we distribute is in stock at all

times. If you call our toll-free number before 2 PM,
we'll ship your order the same day. And unlike some
distributors, we're happy to ship C.O.D.

The Ultimate Dealer Wananty.
Now you can offer your customers a year-long,

unconditional replacement policy on every
component of their systems, provided you order it
from BR Satellite.

Our warranty is an irresistible sales tool,
because it brings the scary, unknown world of
satellite TV firnrly down to earth.

We'll ship a replacement via UPS Blue Label, at
our expense, the same day you callus. We ask ottly
that the defective unit reach us within 10 working
days, afteryou receive the replacement.

At BR Satellite, there is no "turnaround" waiting
time. And only a bare minimum of yourvalued
customer's dovm time.

Waranty.
For the first time ever, TVRO owners can buy

an extended warranty for their systems at the time of
purchase, just like they buy for their cars. For a
minimal cost, BR Satellite allows you to offer this
unconditional warranty to your customers. BR
Satellite, backed by one of the world's largest
insurance companies, will guarantee all electronic
components against any manufacturer defects for a
total of five years (including the first year which we
cover automatically). Contact us to discuss all the
details of this unique plan.

Your customers will agree, it's a small price to
pay for "Futureproof" peace of mind.

Famous names.
We offer our free one-year replacement

warranty and optional four-year policy on all the fine
TVRO lines we sell:

MTI
ECI Antennas
NORSAT LNAs
Chapparal
Earth Terminals
Wi lson Microwave Systems
USS Maspro
Luxor

Arunta
Sat-Tec
Seavey Engineering
Newton Test Generators
Satel I ite Ground Components
ERI LNAJumper Cables
Ea rth Station Accessories
Coax-Seal

These are the names your customers will re-
quest most. But don't worry. BR Satellite will not sell
to Your Customers. We protect you as a valued dealer
and proudly recommend you when potential buyers
call from your area.

Check our ads-they say "Dealers Only."

BR SATELLITE COMMUNICATION
2L6-11, Kingsbury Ave.
Bayside, NY 1t364
2L2-479-6900

lmmediate Free ReP' ;;{i:ffi-WtrtffW:m,tr

NHLry\EH
Cal lTo l l  F ree  9 :30-5 :30  E.S.T .  Mon. -Fr i

1-800-424-20L0



BR SATELLITE is the only distributor in this industry
lace any defective TVRO with a new

unit .  We' l l  ship a replacement v ia UPS Blue Label ,  at
our expense, the same d
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It all adds up
to quiet confidence-

the knowledge that your
customers are getting the

best LNA perforrnance

for the price,
fi

BR Satellite is
proud to be the
only distributor
in theEastern
United States for Norsat LNAs, and one of only
three distributors nationwide.

Qunntity Prices Auailable.
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With Norsat's LNA, Your Customers Will See Less Noise.
With Our lYear Warrarty, You'll Hear No Noise

I From Them.

lnfoducing the quiet one-the remarkable
Norsat LNA! Norsat has combined years
of experience with traditionalJapanese , o
manufacturing excellence to produce a r
low noise amplifier of exceptional quality. I

Quiet quality, for better pictures
even on today's smaller dishes.
Degree for degree, dollar
for dollar, the Norsat is
simply the quietest, most
efficient LNA ever made.

Uni4un all GaAsFet
four stage dtsign (no bi-
folars) with min. 51 db gain.

Total weatherproofins-
precision milled recessed top couer;
c ontputer-milled alum'inum b ody.

Grounded input probe for
mnx'imum protection against

bw VSWR resonator for transparent
impedance match into the fi.rsf GaAsFet s@e.

Sep arate pow er sup\ Iy b oard featuring
ultra- stable regulatinn with built-in. protection
against polmity reaersal, uoltage fluchmtia4,
and statb discharge.

Mailable 'in 700", 90", 85", 80", and 75"
noise temperatures.

We Distribute Trust." n(tlRsnT
Dealers OnIv.
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PRE-EMPTING Zoning Ordinances
The concept of doing something 'the right way' is a good one. The

founding fathers of the United States of America had both the vision
and the clarity of purpose to attempt to fashion a country which was
based upon ideals. They, clearly, wanted to 'do it right.' lf one studies
the arguments and bickering which lead up to the Declaration of
Independence and the Bill of Rights, one sees ideal stacked upon
ideal. lf one studies the Constitution, even superficially, one sees an
abiding faith that the architects were 'doing it right.'

There must have been bltter arguments in allthree creations; men
who were trodding on unplowed ground, attempting to lashion from
nothing something which would endure. Honesl men, it is said, can
always disagree. And dishonest men, I must add, can always con-
sprre.

I find in a filing prepared by the General Counsel for SPACE
adequate reason to disagree. I have allowed this filing to sit on my
desk since late in December, reading it over and over and wondering
why I could not agree since the issue seemed so blatantly clear to
even a quick reading. That issue is'zoning ordinances';the'right'of a
city or town to decide how you will use your property, and what
protection the city or town can and should provide to lhose who share
thal city and town with you.

This industry is faced with a myriad of legal problems. One of those
legal problems involves the authority of a municipality to decide that a
property owner cannot place a satellite dish (disc) antenna in his or her
yard, either at all or where such a contrivance might be an 'eyesore' to
those adjacent property owners.

Belmuda has an Interestlng local law. You are prohibited from
constructing anything on your property which your neighbor objects
to. Now such a broad law can be abused, so it is practiced with great
discretion. Bermuda is not a large island, and it has far more people
than an island that size should have. Thus property lots are small and
this places neighboring residences often very close to one another.
Following English law, it has been established that if you build some-
thing on your property which 'otfends' a neighbor, you are in effect
'polluting' the view of the neighbor and he has the legal right to ask you
to take it down. In practice, you never put it up in the first place since
before you construct you are required to obtain official approval for
your project. This local law has been very effective in keeping satellite
television terminals from selling very well in Bermuda, although there
is considerable local demand for television diversity and certainly the
local economic base to support such a local industry.

American zonlng ordinances were originally constructed to pre-
vent the undesirable mixture of commercial property with residential
property, or multiple dwelling units with single family dwelling units. As
the nation matured the fine print of zoning laws also matured; people
who wished to build Gazebos were told that the Gazebos were not
allowed because they'otfended'the neighbors; persons who wished
to own and ooerate amateur radio stations were told that the tall
towers and large antennas were 'offensive' and they would not be
allowed.

I have some personal experience with zoning laws, and
amateur radio. More than twenty-five years ago, while living in Mod-
esto, California I wanted to erect a tower for my amateur radio station.
The neighborhood I lived in did not have cable television and the
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average home had a 50 foot tower or mast beside of or on top of the
home and a large, deep fringe television antenna on top. The whole
neighborhood, from adistance, looked like a porcupine aboutto strike.

I put up my tower; 70 feet in height. I installed my ham radio
antenna on top and proceeded to do what hams do. I talked on my
radio. For about 24 hours. There was a knock at the door; it was a
policeman.

"Do you have a permit for that tower," he asked. He knew I did
not. And I admitted I did not. I asked what type of permit was required.
He read me a section trom the Modesto zoning law book and then
handed me a piece of paper. lt was a court order demanding (1) that I
cease operatlng the amateur radio station, (2) that I dismantle the
tower, promptly, and (3) that I appear ln court in three days time.

Young, and foolish, I declined to do either of the f irst two. I did show
up in court when instructed (l was not THAT foolish!). The Judge told
me that since I had failed or refused (he was not sure which) to
discontinue using my amateur radio station, and I had failed (or
refused) to take down my tower, there would be a trial. I think that was
when il dawned on me that I had a problem; a big problem.

Several weeks later the tower was still up. And I had been to my
trial. Only I was no longer operating my amateur radio staton; I found
that very difficult to do from the number sixteen jail cell where they had
locked me up. I was sent to iail because I refused to take down the
tower. And only because I refused to take down the tower. I figured
that the amateur radio benevolent association, the ARRL, would get
uptight about my going to jail and come and get me out. I had called
them back in Connecticut on the telephone to tell them what was
happening. The guy on the other end yawned several times, and I
went to jail. I stayed there twenty four hours, and then re-thought my
position and decided that I was not going to win any battles trom cell
16. I went home and took down my tower.

Itell you thls because I would hate to see some little old man in
Sarasota get any false ideas about SPACE or anyone else hopping up
to his defense and defending him when he decided to put in his dish
after he had been told he could not; or leaving it in after he had been
told to take it down. I cannot say that SPACE would not defend a little
old man in Sarasota but I rather suspect that by the time SPACE got
around to it, the little old man would be a'former' little old man.

It is difficult to get very many people worked up about something
which seems so mundane as 'zoning regulations' unless the people
have been directly attacked by such regulations. We can symphathize
with the story of someone having to forfeit a sale or two in a town we
have never heard of, because of a local ordinance against dishes. We
can even get a little hot under the collar when we learn that a man in
North Miami was told he has to move his dish because a neighbor
says it is ugly; and upon investigation (as we did investigate) we learn
that the only way the neighbor can see the dish is if the neighbor
stands on his tip{oes on top of his garbage cans and peers through a
dense hedge which obscures 90% ol the dish anyhow.

Clearly, people who don't get along with one or more neighbors,
living in an area where dishes are'regulated,'are asking tor trouble if
they even think about putting in a TVRO. The fellow in North Miami
relied on his local lawyer telling him that the zoning ordinance only
applied to the dish if the dish was 'vlsible'to a neighbor. So he put it
in, carefully, to insure nobody would be 'offended.' That the local
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zoning board refused to hear the evidence that the offended neighbor
had to stand on his garbage cans and peer through a hedge to see
even a glimpse of the dish did not set well with me. The board took the
claims of the neighbor at face value, and slapped the North Miami man
with a'take it down forever'order. Why? Because in their view he had
violated the ordinance by not coming to them for advance permis-
sion to instal l  a dish which 'could be seen' by his neighbor. The dish,
by the way, could have been a bird bath or Gazebo. Anything that
would have offended the neighbor would have been a violation of the
zoning ordinance. lt is hard these days to think of anything you could
put in your back yard that might not otfend somebody.

So along comes SPACE with a master answer to a growing
problem. SPACE, by counsel, has asked the FCC to decide that by its
federal powers of pre-emption, the FCC has the right to declare any
and all zoning ordinances against TVRO antennas null and void.
On the surface that sounds like a nifty idea. Just tell every town and
every city in America thal they cannot regulate against TVRO anten-
nas because the federal government through the FCC has the pre-
emptive power to regulate all matters pertaining to communications.

Why didn't lthink of that, back in Modesto, California some twenty-
five years ago? Why did I bother to spend hundreds of dollars ldid not
have at the time carefully taking dozens and dozens of professional
photographs which clearly showed that my neighbor's TV towers were
just as much in violation of the local (35 foot maximum height) zoning
ordinance as my ham radio tower?

SPACE's Counsel makes an excellent, well reasoned 'case'to the
FCC in support of the pre-emption request. Some of the arguments
include:

1) lt has been the intent of Congress, for more than a decade, to
'foster' the development of satellite communication systems.
The FCC, following the will of Congress, has adopted policies
and regulations which implement this will of Congress.

2) Local regulations, restricting the use of satellite equipment,
have the etfect of interfering with these policies. There is a clear
conflict here between national priorities and goals, and local
regulations. In most such instances, the federal goals are
pre-emptive of the local regulations.

3) Ordinances which restrict a home owner's access to satellite
delivered information raise serious 'First Amendment' ques-
tions. The Supreme Court has repeatedly held that television
viewers and radio listeners have a'First Amendment Right'to
receive programming.

4) Many local ordinances deal with the regulation of property use
on the  bas is  o f  sa fe ty ,  hea l th ,  o r ,  aes the t ics .  Non-
discriminatory enforcement of safety and health reglations are
not in contention here. There have been no situations to date
where the installation of a satellite dish antenna has been a
concern for either safety or health reasons. However, many
local communities have adooted either restrictions or bans on
satellite dish antennas for reasons of aesthetics: that is. be-
cause someone objects to the appearance of the dish
anlenna.

SPACE makes the point that any regulalion based solely upon
aesthetics ignores that what is pleasing to one person may not be
pleasing to another. "lt is virtually impossible," suggests SPACE
counsel, "to define public taste as far as satellite antennas are con-
cerned and equally impossible to prolect something as undefinable
and limitless as public taste."

The SPACE filing is filled with legal references, to help the Com-
mission find the basis for pre-emption which SPACE seeks. One of the
more pungent references cites Justice Brennan of the Supreme
Court who found in a similar zoning case taken to the Supreme Court:

"l do not doubt that it is within the power of the city to
determine that the community should be beautiful . . . but that
power may not be exercised in contravention of the First
Amendment."

SPACE gets high marks for being creative. The.Amateur Radio Relay
League, to whom I turned some twenty five years ago as I was
heading to jail for 24 hours, has never been that creative in attempting
to defend amateur radio operators who, like me in my youth, seem
bound and determined to' topple the earth over'with their high towers
and huge antennas on postage stamp size urban lots. The best the
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hams have been able to do is to argue that the FCC pre-empts matters
relating to telecommunications (that argument virtually always loses
in court) and that the amaleur has valuable 'First Amendment' or
freedom of speech rights at stake (that argument loses less often in
court, but well over 50% of the time nonetheless). The basic difference
betvveen amateur rado antennas and TVRO antennas is their size and
height of course. No self respecting ham would be caught trying to
install an antenna that stuck up no more than eight to ten feet above
the ground. You can build a pretty decent case lor'safety and health'
considerations when the ham crams a 90 foot tower on a 50 by 50 foot
lot and then insists on sticking a 40 foot long antenna on top of it! lf that
doesn't get the attention of the judge, the 1,000 watts of 'power' the
ham is using probably will. Even judges have heard about people
getting fried by standing in front of powerful radio transmitter systems.

Seemingly, I of all people would applaud the SPACE 'initiative' in
this area. l, who have been a licensed ham for more than 30 years,
who has been to jail because I insisted on being a ham, who has
carefully picked and chosen every home lhave ever lived in during the
intervening 25 years to be as cautious as possible about getting into a
situation where an unfr iendly neighbor could 'shul me down,'should,
of all people pat SPACE on the back for this one. Right?

I cannot do it.
I cannot do it, even though I know that something MUST be done,

and quickly, or we will all be paying the price for a decade or more.
Here is why.

This 'first strike' by SPACE rings of being 'cute.' lt has the kind of
legal logic which a young law student loves to draft for his second year
professor in law school. lt is one of those "Look here, lfound a loop
hole" approaches to what is truly a serious problem. There is a long
history ol "cute pleadings" going nowhere at the FCC.

When you ask the FCC to rule on a matter like this, you are asking
a federal agency with limited financial resources and limited legal
resources to get directly into litigation with every single town, village,
city and burg in the US of A. You are waving a red flag which every
city planner, and every mayor and every city bureaucrat in the land
will respond to. There is no way that all of the municipalities of this land
would accept a ruling like this and simply roll over dead. They would
march on Washington!

No, this is "too cute." Too good, too neat, too pat. Yet it is also
probably legally correct. At least as SPACE presents it, it looks very
correct.

So what do we do? Well, if the legal work done by SPACE is
correct, it there are no other contradictory Supreme Court decisions
lurking in law libraries which the SPACE legal beagles missed or
skipped over, then we have a heck of a case for Congress. This one
is clearly too big, too fat for the FCC. They are not big enough to tackle
something l ike this.

lf SPACE's counsel is so sure they are right on this one, then every
member of SPACE and every owner of a TVRO should be 'drafted'

into an industry army which will inundate Congress for support for a bill
which SPACE should draft and which Congressman Charlie Rose or
someone like him should sponsor. We should rally every person we
can find to get a clear cut, clean law passed which states lhat every
homeowner in the United States of America has the inalienable'right' to install a satellite dish in their yard to receive satellite
transmissions.

Such a law then becomes a clear-cut lederal pre-emption, at the
Congressional and White House level, or the FCC to in turn enforce.
Sure the towns and cities willyell, and sure there will be a hell ol a fight
on the floor of Congress. But we'd have some very powerful allies in
this one. COMSAT's STC, for example, is going to run into much the
same problem as they launch DBS. Do they want to be'frozen out of
Pawtuckett' because of a local ban against dishes? Of course not.

Now is the time to call SPACE's hand on this one. lf SPACE
counsel was serious with their December 19th filing to the FCC, let's
hear it from the SPACE board. Let's hear it from the dealers and
distributors who are being hurt by these unfair zoning ordinances.
Let's get a plan drawn up and let'sget some action here. Or let's forget
about changing the zoning ordinances that are unfair. And let's write
off Pawtuckett for now and forever.

COOP/ continues Page 56
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TELETEXT BASICS:
SenvrcE rs HERE -

NOW

Are you ready for teletext? A number of television networks and
satellite-delivered services are providing teletext services 24 hours a
day, 7 days a week, but very few of us have decoded the contents.
This report will tell you what they are, where they are, and most
important, how to receive them.

The FCC defines teletext to be ". , . a new form of communication
that involves the transmission of textual and graphic data on the
Vertical Blanking lnterval (VBl) - that portion of the TV signal that
appears as a black bar when the picture rolls - of the video portion of
the TV signal."

lf you are unfamiliar with these encoded transmissions, have a
quick look. Tune in WTBS F3 TR6. Adjust the vertical hold control on
the TV set until the picture starts to roll. See the white dots moving
between the frames? That is teletext. Did you ever notice the trans-
mission on F4 TR18? Many people thought it was HBO testing its
scrambling system, but it was Time Teletext. Rather than use the
Vertical Blanking Interval, Time used all 525 lines of the television
field.

At this point some additional terminology may be important. You
may be familiar with the term "videotex." Videotex means all graphic
and textual materials which can be displayed on a TV screen or
monilor. Your kid's VIC 20 or VIC 64 probably can function as a
videotex terminal;when connected to a phoneline, and with the proper
passwords, the VIC can access data services such as the Source, or
Compuserve, or a couple of dozen other services So your home P.C.
(personal computer) can act as a videotex terminal. There are a
couple of ways of getting that videotex onto your screen. One way is to
hook your VIC or lBM, or whatever, to a telephone modem. The"modem" modulates'or demodulates computer data which is trans-
mitted by the phoneline. Videotex usually connotes a 2-way system;
the user's computer terminal transmits commands to the "host" com-
puter. The host then retrieves the information and transmits it back
down the phone line.

Teletext is simply a type of videotex. Think of it this way . . . the"tele" in teletext is descriptive of the mode of transmission, by tele(vi-
sion) or tele(communications). OK so far? One other thing to re-

by
Mark L. Lewis
717 Parkdale Avenue
Ottawa, Ontario
KIY 1J5, Canada

Mark Lewis first contributed material to CSD in our January 1984
issue; in his'other life' Lewis is a Canadian communications attorney
who closely follows legal activity in Canada regarding TVROs. Here,
Lewis drops the 'Esq' and writes as a pioneer user of satellite deli-
vered Teletext services. His experience in making Teletext from satel-
lites work is instructive to all who have been asking 'Just what is
Teletext all about, anyhow?'. Lewis will be re-visiting the progress of
Teletext transmission systems, via satellite, on a regular basis in CSD
in the coming year and as new technology and services evolve, you
will learn of it here from Mark Lewis. 

'
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member; teletext, like television itself or like a TVRO is basically a
one-way affair. Information is received, but the user cannot transmit.

When most people talk about teletext, they refer to signals trans-
mitted on the VBI ot the TV signal, but this is nol quite accurate. Text
and data can be transmitted by any aural or visual medium. Hence you
can transmit "teletext" by means of subcarriers, or digital audio en-
coding.

It might help to understand how teletext works: lt is important to
remember that all teletext is computer data. You probably already
knew that computers operale on the basis of a coding system of zeros
and ones. When the 0's and 1's are deciphered by the electronic
circuits, the computer can form numbers, letters, words, and most
important, colours and pictures. lf you have dabbled in the world of
personal computers, you will also know that while Apples, lBMs and
Atari's can all do word processing (with the proper software), you can't
shove an IBM diskette into an Apple and get the Apple to function with
that IBM software disk. Without engaging in too much technological
discussion let's just say that while personal computers are all based
upon the same premise, they use different microprocessors, or diffe-
rent operating systems to achieve basically the same results. So it is
with teletext. There are a number of systems now in the marketplace,
and like personal computers, they have significant ditferences.

But before we jump ahead of ourselves with a history lesson, there
are a few other things you must know. All teletext decoders are
personal computers. They might not look like an Apple or Atari, but
they contain integrated circuitry and in fact, they usually contain more
memory and circuitry than the average personal computer! The
soflware is usually inscribed right on the lC chips (RAM and ROM), so
when you turn the teletext decoder on, it knows what to do; because
the "software" is built-in (you don't have to insert a cartridge or floppy
disk). Think of a teletext decoder as a personal computer designed for
one purpose and one purpose only, to receive information "pages" via
transmitted signals. When we talk about the pricing of teletext decod-
ers, later in this article, you will recall that you are getting a sophisti-
cated personal computer.

A short history of Teletext is in order: More than a dozen years
ago, television engineers started to realize that they could cram all
sorts of digital information into the vertical blanking interval (usually
lines 13-2'| ) without physically interfering with the TV picture. At first,
the VBI was used for special monitoring signals which allowed en-
gineers to perform quality-control checks on the TV signal as it passed
from the network studio to microwave links and ultimately to broadcast
lransmitters.

The public got involved with the VBI signals in the late 1970's when
several TV set manufacturers took advantage of VIR (Vertical Interval
Reference) signals which were transmitted on the VBI's of various
stations. The VIR signals wdre used for quality assurance and colour
fidelity. Several TV receiver makers, including General Electric,
reasoned that a set locked into the VIR signals would produce better
colour pictures, more consistently on more channels. VIR signals, it
was thought, were not as prone to multipath interference as the
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TELETEXT/ Roll up (or down) your vertlcal hold and 'freeze'the

sync bar near the mlddle of the dlsplay screen. Along the bottom
eige ol the bar you wlll see 'danclng'dots oj_data; c-ontalning the
Tei-etext message materlal (CBS on D3, WTBS on FSR' etc.).

traditional colour control signals.
Also in the 1970's, the Public Broadcasting Service in conlunction

with the National Captioning Institute (NCl) and Texas Instruments,
developed a system for closed-captioning of TV programmes for the
hearing-impaired. This was a very crude system of teletext. Signals
were transmilted on line 21 of the VBl. The viewer purchased a
decoder (sold by Sears) or a receiver equipped with a built-in decoder.
The decoded captions were superimposed over the picture in the
lower portion of the screen. Closed captlonlng was a crude form ol
teletext because the graphics capability was quite rudimentary. The
captioning was usually displayed as a one-line message scrolled
along the bottom of the screen, similar to a computer print-out. The
captioning materials usually paraphrased the dialogue of the televi-
sion programme. Word{or-word translations were impractical be'
cause the average reader could not comprehend the one-line caption
at a rapid rate.

Three networks opted to broadcast closed-captioned program'
mes: PBS, ABC and NBC. CBS did not initially opt to use the NCI
system because CBS engineers believed that this system was inetfi'
cient, and it used up a significant portion of the Vertical Blanking
Interval for low-resolutlon graphics. CBS reasoned that il NCI closed
captioning proliferated, it would be ditficult to introduce high-speed
data{ransmission using high-capacity transmission standards.

By 1978, there were a number of teletext systems under develop-

NO DATA HERE/ standard frame bar has 'softer,' less 'busy'

appearance.
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ment throughout the world. The British had developed a system
(called CEEFAX, or ORACLE or PBESTEL) which was based upon
alpha-mosaics. The Canadians had invented a system (called Teli-
d6n) based upon alpha-geometrics. What's the diflerence? The Brit-
ish system created shapes in much the same manner that you might

creaie a drawing on a computer. On your computer terminal' you can

create graphicJby typing in the right combination of characters and

dots. flou have a computer terminal, you have- probably seen the
programmewhich will draw awoman by means of X's and O's That's

a very crude form of alpha mosaics. The Canadian system was more

dependent on the computer to assist in drawing piclures' The differ-

"n6" in tn" r*o systems is rather striking; the Canadian system could

create circles, arcs, and all other geometric shapes This meant that

drtists could convert realistic drawings into teletext pictures. The best
the British could do was create pictures based upon squares' Doxes

and jagged lines. The French developed a system.c-alled Antiopei
DlDONivhich share attributes of both the British and Canadian sys-
tems. The British, French and Canadian governments poured a lot of

money into their respective systems, so an international standards
bafllebroke out. Each country wanted its system to be adopted as a
"world standard." Each country knew that the real victory would
occur in the United States where there exists a market of more than 86
million television homes in an information-hungry nation. No one
wanted to repeat the standards battles of the 1 940's and 1 950's which
resulted in alot of different lelevision transmission standards' The
French and Canadians found some common ground but the British
were unable to agree on anything, except that they wanted everyone
to adoot their standard. In 1980, several manufacturers, with support
of their respective governments, supplied a number of American
broadcasteis with pr-ototype equipment to conduct field trials' WETA
Washington D.C. used Canadian-made equipment , KMOX used
some Fiench equipment, and WKRC-TV Cincinnati, Ohio (no relation
to the radio station in the sitcom TV show) used British equipment'
NBC used French equipment at KNBC. There was a lot ot lobbying in

Washington, as each laction tried to get the FCC to move toward one
teletexistandard. (Reminiscent of the Quadraphonic and AM Stereo
battle isn't it?)

You have probably noticed that we haven't mentioned an "Amer-

ican system" of teletext or a "Japanese system." There was a
Japanese system developed called CAPTAIN' but it seemed lolizzle
oui in the face of the other international competition. Most American
and Japanese companies sat back and watched the other govern-

ments and their engineers fight. They figured that eventually they
would be involved in the final outcome, and they were right' Commit
tees were formed and a number of American companies including the
giant A.T.&T., and CBS and NBC, set out to determine a "protocol" for

iransmission of Videotex and Teletext. Over a period of two years, a
transmission system was developed which incorporated a lot of the
original Canadian Telidon system, along with elements of the French
Aniiope & DIDON systems, and a lot of new twists thrown in for good

measure. This meant that much of the equipment used on those
original field trials had to be scrapped as the standards evolved' The
neir protocol, known as NABTS (North American BroadcastTeletext
Specification) sets down a basic blue-print for teletext transmission,
although individual manufacturers or broadcasters have made some
minor ihanges of their own. Meanwhile, during the time that A'T.&T''
CBS, NBC, Time Inc. (the parent of HBO, and Cinemax) and others
were sitting around the bargaining table, the British started to make
inroads in the U.S. with individual broadcasters.

Many teletext observers wanted the FCC to declare that there
would b-e only one technical standard for TV transmission, but the
FCC decided to authorize teletext under the "open market" approach'
Like AM-Stereo, the FCC decided that the only restriction should be
non-interference with the regular broadcast service of the original
ing station.

The Satellite-Delivered Services:
At the time this article was written, the major services on the

satellites are: Keyfax, located on the WTBS VBI F3, TR6; Quotrader
also on the WTBS VBI; Time Teletext had been found on F4, TR18
and F2R TR23 up until December 31, 1 983. Time Inc. has wound up
its experimental service, however don't be surprised if you see the
Time Teletext signal up and running on various satellites from time to
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t ime. Many people thought that the signal on F4 TR18 was a form of
scrambling for HBO because digital data which did not really resemble
the Reuters transmission system occupied the entire transponder on
F4. "Extravision" is the CBS service which can be found primarily on
Comsat D3, transponder 10. From tlme to time it also shows uo on
TR1 7 of D3. NBC's teletext service can be found on Comsat D3 TR1 . lt
is reputed to be based upon the NABTS system of teletext, but we
have never been able to de-code it. desoite the fact that our decoder
works on all other teletext services.

More teletext can be found on Anik B and Anik D, on the CBC
channels. The English language channels have a service originated
out of Toronto, while the French language crannels have a teletext
service originated out ol Montreal, although on Anik D we have
sometimes found French language test slides running on the CBC
English language transponder which originates out ol Montreal.
TVOntario on Anik C3 can be found from 8:30 am EST to 11:30 om
EST with a news and information service. The hours are sooradic on
weekends.

What is the content of the major services? Let's have a look.
KEYFAX is the first commercially available service. lt is transmit-
ted on F3 TR6 on the Vertical Blanking Interval of WTBS. The
KEYFAX system uses British "CEEFAX" technology which is some-
times referred to in the advertising literature as World Standard Tele-
text (W.S.T.).  However, as we mentioned, there is no "world stan-
dard" (the British is one type of teletext, not a standard). lt is an
alpha-mosaic system.

The content of the service includes world and national news,
sports scores and business news. There is also weather news, and a
newsflash feature which allows you to have bulletins displayed on
your TV set even while you watch WTBS. Keyfax also includes leisure
and entertainment features, and will probably contain commodity
information later in the year.

The KEYFAX decoder (see block diagram) is made by Ayr
Electronics oJ Great Britain. There is an infra-red keypad to call up
individual pages. When the decoder is turned on, a menu page is
displayed. On the menu page there are numbers which refer to
features; NEWS might be found on pages 001 to 019. To receive the
news, you would "key in" 001.

When I contacted KEYFAX, their marketing strategy had just been
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MANY PEOPLE/ thought this TIME, Inc. service on F4/TR1B was
scrambled television.
moditied. Originally, they were only looking at marketing through
cable companies; however, now it is possible to purchase a decod-
er. The pricing of the decoders is around $300. The suggested retail
price for the service via cable is $1 9.90 a month, with half of the fee for
content, and half for the leasing ol the decoder. Eventually there will
be sponsorship of pages in the service. The marketing execulive for
KEYFAX Teletext is Selman Kremer (we'll list his address and tele-
phone number later in this article.) Mr. Kremer works out of the SSS
otfice in Tulsa, Oklahoma. SSS is a partner in the service, with
Keycom of Chicago.

By the way, in England the BBC is transmitting computer soft-
ware to home personal computers using the same VBI signal that
contains its CEEFAX. lt is not known whether KEYFAX intends to
transmit computer software, but the technology will permit the trans-
mission.

CBS has made a significant commitment to teletext. Their service
is known as Extravision and consists of about 50 pages. Unlike
KEYFAX, CBS uses the North American Broadcast Teletext Soeci-

)
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KEYFAX SYSTEM SEPARATES VERTICAL INTERVAL SIGNAL FROM WTBS,
ATES TEXT DISPLAY FROM PAGE SELECTED, AND MODULATES OUTPUT
CEIVER.
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fication (NABTS). That means that the Keyfax decoder will not work
on CBS. The CBS service has general ly the same content as
KEYFAX, with a couple of differences. CBS has some fascinating

pages related to the communications and entertainment industry. lt
alsb has a few pages forthe hearing impaired and a listing of programs
for the "4 major" networks. On the menu page, there are always 2
news headlines which "blink." Almost every page on the CBS service
contains advertising, and despite the lack of decoders in TV-land'
there does not seem to be a shortage of advertisers on Extravision.
Advertisers include Coke, Ford, and Phillips 66. I happen to like the
CBS service, primarily because the pages flash up on the screen
quickly (more about the speed ol the service late|. The other nice
thing about CBS is that the service is free of charge. The question is'
wfry is XeVfRX service worth $9.90 a month if CBS is FREE? Good
question!

The NBC service has been up and running since the summer on
D3, TR1. lt is reputedly in the NABTS format, but there seem to be
some problems with the method of encoding. Our Norpak decoder
would not lock onto NBC. One engineer theorized that NBC was using
some French software, and the NBC database was structured dif-
ferently than most NABTS databases, which meant that when the
decoder was turned on and automatically searched for the "menu

paages," it in tact searched for page numbers on NBC which simply
were not in their databank. Consequently, the decoder would not "log

on" to the NBC service. We are trying to get more information from
NBC concerning the problem.

Time lnc. (parent company of HBO and Cinemax) conducted the
most exoensive and extensive test of teletext. Their service occupied
a full transponder (not just the Vertical Blanking Interval) and they had
the capability to transmil up to 5,000 pages simultaneously(!). When
the service was good, it was very good' lt was primarily delivered via
F4 TR18 and F2 TR23 to cable head-ends in Orlando, and a couple of
other cities. There, test homes were equipped with decoders, which
had the added leature of "down-line loading." That meant that the
software for videogames could be unloaded into the decoders.

How good was lime Teletext? As an example, one Saturday night
last summer, I had guests over for dinner' After dinner we went up to
the room which I cail the "electronic playland." We switched on Time
Teletext, and got a sports score lor a Montreal Expos game, afier
8-1/2 innings. We then switched the TV over to the game' and guess
what? They were slill in the 8th inning! When you realize that there
were only a couple of dozen boxes in homes capable of receiving the
service on that Saturday night, it becomes clear that this was an
imoortant watershed in instantaneous electronic publishing.

The Time service also had TV listings, horoscopes, travel informa-
tion, sophisticated weather data, even an astronomy section' The
ootential was there, but Time, slunned trom its multi-million dollar
iosses in a weekly cable-tv listings magazine, pulled the plug. Part of
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CBC SERVICE/ makes excellent use of background colors (ANIK

B and D) and creates easy'to-read format even on a small screen
display.

the problem was the fact lhat a major Japanese manufacturer said
they could produce the decoder boxes for less lhan $200 in 1 983; and
they couldn't. Time did not want to continue the massive investment
untiithe technology developed. And that's too bad; it was great while it
lasted.

(By the way, you may have noticed Time Teletext as one of the
signals dual{ed io Galaxy 2 and Satcom 2R located at74 and72
degrees respectively [2 degree spacing] around December 1gth')-The 

Canadian Broadcasting Corporation has multiple teletext
feeds on Anik B & D. The French language channels have French
teletext originated in Montreal, while the English language channels
originate inToronto in English. The news, sports and weather service
is fretty good. The CBC is way ahead of CBS in their use of graphics'
For eximple, with the CBS service, you'll strain your eyes if your TV
set isn't a monitor. The CBC uses a combination of background
colours and type fonts to overcome the problem of print on the electro-
nic screen. R'ecently some advertising has crept into the CBC service.
One of my tavourite pages was an ad for Baskin Robbins lce Cream'
One of thb other CBC features is an automatic "page advance." You
don't have to hunt for pages, the machine changes pages at the rate
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CBS EXTRAVISION/ (TR10, D3) is excellent service covering
basic essential data.

TIME TELETEXT/  apparent ly  ahead o f  i t s  t ime by  about
$25,000,000, Quality of service was excellent and the amount ot
data transmitted in FULL transponder massive. Unfortunately,
the cost of the home decoder units ('computer terminals') did not
come in as expected and the proiect was scrapped (for now) at the
end of 1983.
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which an average reader would. Shortly, the CBC will add captioning
and headline flashes to its teletext service. As of January 12, 1984,
closed captions were running on some teletext channels, but the
captions had nothing whatsoever to do with the program content; they
just seemed to be testing the captioning equipment!

TVOntario, which is the closest thing to PBS in Canada, transmits
VBI teletext during its broadcast day. Some features such as news
and weather are only accessible 8:30 a.m.-11:30 p.m. EST, Monday-
Friday. lt can be found on Ku Band, on Anik C3, TRs (h). lt shares a
full-transponder with Super channel (pay-tv). Reports would indicate
that you have lo live fairly close to the Canadian border, in the east to
receive this signal. The content includes news aboul TVOntario pro-
grammes, and news, weather, and business. There is some "educa-
tional" material in the service. TVOntario is one of the original stations
to use teletext, and believe it or not, was the first to transmit teletext
from North America to the Australian outback via an early DBS (ex-
perimental Hermes) satellite in 1979. Their mastery of the medium is
exceptional, especially the colours on their index page. Their video
artists are just that. Where CBS is struggling to create pages which are
readable, TVO's people are actually simulating computer animation
on a weather map which seems to rain or snow on different parts of
Canada. The weather map alone is almost worth the price of the
decoder.

Although RCA Aurora at 143W is almost below my horizon, and is
totally blocked by my house and the house across the road, you might
tfnd teletext on TR20 and24. Much of the equipment and engineering
was supplied by the same firms which supplied Time Inc. Most of the
material is educational. Hours of operation are not known at this time.

Unusual Servlces:
The Quotrader service is unique. lt is teletext to the extent that it is

transmitted by means of the vertical blanking interval on WTBS, and
can be displayed on a computer terminal. But the similarities seem to
end there. Like the Reuters Service on F3, TR18, Ouotrader ls not
Intended for leception by the general publlc, and the terminal is
proprietary, available only from Quotrader. The service provides
instantaneous price quotations, bar charts at any time interval from 1
minute to 1 day. You can program the computer for buy/sell orders and
automatic stops, and you can monitor your portfolio of stocks or
commodity accounts.
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Quotrader runs on a modified Apple ll+ or Franklin 1000 or
Syscom computer. fhere are2 special interface circuit boards lor the
computer. The boards are priced at approximately $2,400. There is
also special software. The service is also transmitted on Westar lV
TR4. For Westar, they recommend a turnkey system from Equatorial
Communications Company. Their system can operate successfully
with an error rate of 1 x 10 to the 5th with a dish of 1 .2 meters or less
over CONUS and Mexico City and the Caribbean (see map). While
the total number of Quotrader systems out in the field numbered about
200 at the time of writing, they are aggressively marketed in the U.S.
and Canada.

Quotrader may also be one of the first satellite services delivered"internationally." They are on Comsat D2, and now delivering the
service to Australia on Intelsat.

For further information you may wish to contact Brad Baker at
Quotrader 20823 Stevens Creek Boulevard, Suite C3-A, Cupertino,
California. 95014 or call 40A1446-0848.

Also in that "unique" category is a service known as Genesis
Storytime. This service is transmitted on F3R TR8 (CBN), but it is not
transmitted in the VBl, but instead by means of the subcanier. A
modulated tone is transmitted. To decode the signal, one uses what is
essentially a "videotex" terminal. Instead of hooking the videotex
terminal to the telephone lines, it is hooked up to the audio output of
the subcarrier demodulator. The operating system is NAPLPS, which
is the videotex version of NABTS. In layman's terms, they are using
the North American videotex system rather than the French or British
system. There is a significant cost saving involved, and the terminal
equipment is more widely available from such sources as A.T.&T.,
Electrohome of Canada, Norpak of Canada, AEL Microtel of Canada
(a G.T.& E. subsidiary) and soon, Sony. Terminals cost roughly
$1 ,000 for the Genesis Storytime system. ll might be possible to get
pictures on an IBM P.C., using some special software. Genesis trans-
mits children's stories with graphics and texts. Cable operators are
picking up the text using Wegner audio demodulators, and they take
the decoded videotex pictures and remodulate them on a full channel
of theircable systems. SSS is handling the marketing in the U.S. of the
service. Thus, using a narrow bandwidth, high resolution TV graphics
are transmitted. The president of Genesis, Gregory Stetski, lives in
Winnipeg, Manitoba, and can be contacted at (204) 949-1581 .

)
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You may have noted some cryptic references to the "NABU NET-
WORK" in columns devoted to "future satellite services." The conceot
is similar to teletext. A microcomputer having 80k memory receives its
software by means of a digital signal modulated on an RF channel.
The data is processed through an addressable modem. That means
the computer owner can purchase "tiers" of software. At the present
time, the NABU computer is available commercially in Ottawa and
Vancouver (Canada), and will shortly be launched in Alexandria,
Virginia. In those locations the computer will be fed by means of the
cable television system. However, last spring NABU demonstrated its
system using the Anik B satellite. At present more than 35 computer
programmes including video games (PAC MAN, POLE POSITION),
word processing, stock market quotations and wine guides are being
transmitted, and shortly the inventory should exceed 100 computer
programs. When you consider that the monthly charge for a single tier
of computer programmes is roughly the same as the retail price of
HBO, and when you compare the cost ol purchasing computer prog-
rammes, you will realize that the NABU people are on to something
which could revolutionize the computer iqdustry, There are
rumours thattheirsystem may soon workwith the IBM PC. Bytheway,
the computer system sells for under $600 and is very similar to the
new Japanese MSX computer standard. Computer software by satel-
lite? Perhaps sooner than you think.

SATELLITE DICEST
Now that you have a fairly good idea ol the types of teletext

services now available and their content, you may wish to receive
teletext via your TVRO. The list of do's and don'ts is not exhaustive,
but there are a number of important considerations.

First, the availability of decoders. As mentioned previously, the
service telecast on WTBS is available only with a WST-type decoder
(model T100) which is manufactured in Great Britain. lt is available lor
$399, from SSS in Tulsa. The man in charge is Selman M. Kremer, (he
is Executive Vice President of Satellite Syndicated Systems Inc., Box
470684 Tulsa, Oklahoma, 74147i telephone 918-481-0881.) One
caution: they are not particularly keen to conquer the TVRO market.
They would rather market through CATV systems. Their target is 1%
of WTBS-cabled homes within 3 years. While that is obviously a large
market, the TVRO market is also significant. With some persuasion,
they might become more interested in the TVRO market. But,"rumour" has it that the decoders which are now being sold in Cincin-
nati and made by Zenith lorTaft Broadcasting's "ELECTRA" teletext
service (transmitted on WKRC-tv) will work very well on WTBS. Best
of all, they are being sold in Cincinnati for $300. There are 2 models;
the DX-1000 and the DX-900. Apparently the model 900 was de-
signed specifically for KEYFAX. There has been some suggestion
that the Zenith decoders must be used in conjunction with late model
Zenith colour TV's, but I am certain that some enterprising TVRO

NOT ALL IN USA/CANADA
Although there have been surprisingly few 'claims' from the USSR

concerning 'their invention' of Teletext service (Russia did, as every
Russian schoolboy knows, 'invent' just about everything else of note),
there is nonetheless a considerable amounl of Teletext activity oper-
ating within the Soviel Block system. Some of this can be seen on
Intersputnik (also known as Gorizont) birds, including the powerful
bird located at 14 west, which makes it into all of the Caribbean, much
of Central America and the eastern half of the USA.

Michael J. Stone, residing at Downend, Bristol in England sup-
plies his observations from Gorizont as received on his own private
terminal. The most active service seen relayed via Gorizont is from the
Hungarian television network. This service is part of the almost daily'lntersputnik News Exchange' one sees on Gorizont early in the
morning eastern time. Michael points out that contrary to the results
reported by Canadian Mark Lewis, he has been able to get 'solid, good
copy'of the Hungarian Teletext signals even when the Gorizont signal
is as much as 2 to 3 dB below the threshold at his terminal. (Lewis
urges that North American terminal designers and installers strive to
maintain their input signals at the above{hreshold level point to insure
error free or consumer-usable copy.)

Polish television has also begun testing of Teletext and it, like
Hungary, is avai lable in the period when (Polish) television is feeding
daily news data via Gorizont during the daily news-exchange period.

WEATHER MAP lor Hungary. BP in center is Budapest;tempera-
tures in degrees centigrade; llghtning (lower left) signilles thun-
derstorms in area of Helyi Zivatarok.

INDEX PAGE/ Polish Telegazeta. Notice use of ,generic name'
VIDEOTEX in l ine 118.

POLISH TELECAPTIONING used for 'news flashes' or for cap-
tioning for the hard ol hearing.
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owner might be able to get the Zenith decoders to work with other TV
models.

The decoders for North American Broadcast Teletext Standard
(NABTS) which is kansmitted by CBS, NBC, Time Inc., CBC' TVOn-
tario and Learn Alaska are at the present time expensive, and in
relatively short supply. You'll recall in the introduction to this article we
mentioned that teletext is a computer system. The NABTS system of
teletext uses high resolution graphics. Therefore, in that decoder box
is the front end of a TV receiver, plus filtering devices to differentiate
the VBI lines, plus a digital tuner which will tune VHF and UHF and
mid-band and super-band Cable channels, and a computer to decode
the data, plus an infrared remote system, plus RGB circuitry for
display on a high-resolution monitor, plus a modulator. All ot that
adds up to a lot ol money.

I am using a decoder made by Norpak Corporation of Kanata'
Ontario (an Ottawa suburb). The decoder retails for about $3'000. As
you can imagine, that price is enough to cool people off quite quickly.
But the truth is, quantities of teletext decoders have not been large to
date. Also, the two year negotiated battle over transmission and
display standards meant that B&D was continuous, and terminals
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which should have been production models became prototypes. Be-
cause there was something of a metamorphosis of the technology' a
lot of extra circuitry had to be built into the boxes. Likewise' these were
never really meant to be consumer models; most have been des-
ignated tori'field trials." In summary, the situation concerning NABTS
teletext decoders is somewhat analogous to TVROs in 1979; limited
production runs, sometimes unreliable, a variety of different circuits,
high consumer prices. But don't count NABTS teletext out yet.

Several things are about to happen: First, a number of major
manufacturers are working on VLSI. That stands for Very Large Scale
Integration of circuitry. Most major functions will be integrated on a
chip set. That means there will be a major price breakthrough. Since
one chip or a couple of chips will perform the function of many circuits,
reliability should be improved. Rockwell International has joined with
Norpak of Canada to design VLSI. The Japanese companies led by
Mitsui are also interested; as are A.T.&T., RCA/NBC, and a number of
other major players. lt is rumoured that Texas Instruments has a chip
set nearly ready which can be built right into a micro computer.
Manufacturers are also getting ready to integrate teletext into TV sets'
lf the hend which I noted in England last summer carries over to North

Some reception has also been noted during the period when East
Germany is teeding Gorizont and this may be the best 'target' for
western observers since the East German television service is reg-
ularly seen late in the morning and early in the afternoon (U.S. east
coast time) on transponder 9 of Gorizont at 14 west.

Stone is using standard British CeeFax equipment and has found
that while the 'British World Standard' may not be a true world stan-
dard, at least for Poland, Hungary and East German testing received
to date, it works just fine for these eastern Europe transmission
sources. The photos here are in full (PAL) color and unfortunately
must be reproduced in less than gorgeous black and white.

Stone is the author of one of the early European 'Satellite Televi-
sion Handbooks' and those interested in the English/European per-
spective in the slow but sure development of TVRO systems in Europe
will find this book very informative. Stone is also a consultant in the
marketing end of the field and is available to assist American and other
companies who need the 'inside presence' of a knowledgeable TVRO
enthusiast in Europe.

Readers may contact M.J. Stone at Baugh Farm, Church Lane,
Downend, Bristol, England..

HUNGARIAN NEWS HEADLINES and index page leading to news
and sports pages. A few of the Hungarian letters do not print
'coneCtly' on the UK system as the 'font'for Hungary is slightly
different; thus the '112'and '3l4' and other occasional odd looking
characters.

GERMAN USE of Teletext ls also growlng;this index page from
Germany's ARD/ZDF network llsts page capacities from 15 to 500
(+ ) .

HUNGARIAN 'CLOCK-CRACKER' display used to set up the re-
ceiving unit Teletext decoder and to check reception/error rates.
Stone reports his reception via Gorizont at 3875 MHz has better
than 99.0% error-free data copy.





America, Sony and the other component TV makers will offer "compo-

nent" teletexf. In other words, the market for teletext is about to

explode. By lale 1 984, cheaper decoders using VLSI could be moving
into homes.

There are a number of technical problems which will impact on
TVRO systems, and if the TVRO industry doesn't get involved, and
quickly, there will be problems, mainly trom disgruntled consumers
who fiave purchased TVRO systems in good faith.

First, lei's outline the equipment which we used for our tests: The
receiver is a Dexel DXP1102. lt has an LNC, which was tested at 93K'
The dish is a Hastings 10-1/2 footer with metal panels. Reception was
rated at "sparklie{r;e" to the odd sparklie on the test channels We

were taking the modulated video out of the Dexel on Channel 3'

Although th! Dexel has a "video out" port, which they claim is filtered
(it isn'tl, the teletext decoder didn't have a video input port- So there
was the potential for some clipping of the VBI in the Dexel modula-
tor. We would have prefened to run video directly into the decoder'
We were able to run the demodulated video output from the Dexel into
a Panasonic NV-8250 industrial model VHS machine, and through its
modulator tuned to Ch 3, into the teletext decoder. Our tests showed
that there was little ditlerence in performance of the teletext decoder
between the 2 modulators.

Here then, are the Problems:
The VBI information, which appears as a bunch of "flashing dots"

in the vertical frame-bar, are a precise coding system. The teletext
decoder recovers computer data from those "flashing dots'" Then the
data is processed, the data inslructs the teletext unit where to draw
lines, how to colour the pictures, how to display text.

Earlier in the article we made reference to waiting times' Try to
visualize teletext as a large magazine which is transmitted page by
page, over and over again. lf you turn your decoder on, and want to
ie6 page 62, you haveio wait until that point in the transmission cycle
when fage 62 is transmitted before it can be displayed. In theory' a
teletext riagazine on the VBI could contain hundreds, or thousands of
pages ol information. However, if there were hundreds of pages in the

service you would have to wait a long time before the page you

requested would be transmitted in the cycle. In other words, because
VBI teletext only occupies a small part of the video bandwidth, you

comoromise the size oi the data base in favour of cycle time. Most VBI
teletext services contain less than 200 pages. To keep the waiting
time for viewers down to a minimum, key pages (such as the menu
page) are included more often in the transmission cycle, so there is a
iasiei response time. That is why the CBS service contains approx-
imately 50 pages and CBC contains about 100 pages. Time Inc., used
a tull vidd ciannel, with 525 lines devoted to teletext' As you might
have guessed, they had hundreds of times more capacity to transmit
pagejto their viewers, and the transmission cycle was much faster
than VBI teletext.

We also mentioned that there were problems with satellite trans-
mission of teletext. To bettercomprehend the problem, rememberthat
teletext is a computer transmission system' Instead of using phone

lines, or wires, teletext is transmitted on TV pictures' Most computer
systems perform quality control functions to ensure that the data
received irom a remote location is accurate' Teletext is no exception'
"Error rates" have been established. This is an important aspect of
the NABTS teletext transmission system (and all other data systems
for that matte0. That means the decoder performs certain verification
tasks. lf there are too many anomolies, the decoder or computer won't

display the data. In other words, the machine virtually shuts down if

tnere Lre significant errors. You may recall earlier articles in CSD
concerning the Reuters' system' They had stringent standards con-
cerning signal quality, and had reservations concerning allowing
TVRObwnlrs to access their system for fear of greater than accept-
able error rates. We have the same problem with teletext'

1) Sparklies. This is simply the number 1 problem facing teletext'
The spait<ties are displayed in the video signal almost identical to the
digitaidata in the VBl. While the decoder can ditferentiate the VBI data
in lines 13-21 of the picture, from the other video information' the
sparklies appear in ali lines of the picture. That means if you have
sparklies in the picture, you have erroneous inlormation in the
V'gt. Wnite you and I know that the sparklies aren't supposed to be
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there, and we might ignore the sparklies, the decoder thinks that they

are data and instructions for displaying pictures. With sparklies' you

oet errors in the data, and that can cause the decoder to reject all of the

iata, and hence, no teletext picture.
This phenomenon concerning sparklies is not limited to teletext'

Recently, I had a look at the Scientific Atlanta receiver tor the new

NBC (a;d other networks) digital radio transmission system' There

was-. a very strong wind butfetiing the dish which was on the roof of a

radio station. Th-e LNA was moving. When sparklies (noise) were

introduced into the signal, the audio did not get noisy, it simply got

cut off! With digital transmission, the general rule is, if the data gets

through, the reproduction should be perfect' if the error rates are

exceeded, you get nothing.
Unfortunately, one ol the trends in the TVRO installer business in

Canada seems io be that of misleading people. Recently a lriend of

mine was shopping for a TVRO in London, Ontario. A majority-of the

sales people (bome who had been in the TV business for a lot of years

and sill on th'e basis of their fine reputations) tried to sell undersized
antennas with LNAs that weren't fit for the iob. They tried to con him

that sparklies on F3-were a normal fact of life; something that came

with TVROs, something you lived with. Unfortunately, afew sparklies
will virtually kill chances ol decoding teletext, now and forever'

lf your clients are potential users of teletext (and I would think that

most TVRO owners will want TTX), then the dealer/installer has a

moral responsibility to make sure that customers purchase and re-

ceive sparklie free signals.
When we tried to decode signals with even moderate sparklies' we

either got pages with garbled data, or nothing at all ' ' the machine
would 

-not 
diJplay pages properly when sparklies were present' ..

2) Saturatioh. I would rank this problem second to the sparklies
probl'em. Unfortunately the Dexel DXP1102 is notoriously bad on

saturated colours. Despite blistering signals lrom D3 and Anik D and

Anik B, we had a lot of tiouble. The saturated reds on the Dexel display

as a form of sparklies. Although the saturated colours are in lines of

the video signal other than 13-21 of the video signal (where teletext is

transmittedf, for some reason, the decoder was "fooled" and we either
got garbled data or not data at all. Game shows on CBS were the

ireitest problem. The Price is Right (for example) uses a lot of

Saturated'colours, a lot of chroma key, and a lot ol blinking lights

around displays. I literally had to wait until commercial breaks to get

the teletexi decoder to display CBS pages' One small consolation;
during prime-time there aren't as many showswith-s-aturated colours'

so yoi'don't run into this problem as often. But on Magnum P'l' they

seem to wear a lot of Hawaiian shirts with saturated reds!
I understand that a lot ol companies are abandoning the 564

circuit, and now are addressing the saturation problem' The industry

rule should be, if there are no sparklies, there should be no
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saturation.
3) Modulators. This did not seem to be a severe problem with the

Dexel, but it is a potential problem for teletext. The receiver modulator
must not only pass the lines in the picture portion of the video, but lt

must also pass lines 13-21 without distortion. Unfortunately some

manufacturers skimp in this area' lf you are a manufacturer and use a

brand-name VCR modulator, you should not assume that the mod-

ulator was designed to pass the VBl. Some don't' You can also be

easily fooled. W-nite you hignt think you see VBI signals coming out of

the modulator, enough distortion may have been introduced at the

time of modulation to create significant errors. As noted, the Panaso-

nic modulator passed through the VBI data but the videotape machine

could not properly record and reproduce those VBI signals' lronically'

while we iouirO tnat the Panasonic VHS machine seemed to record

signals containing VBI data, and on play-back, all of the pulses

siemed to be in tie VBl, we could not recover the data. The reason?
1/2" videotape machines do not record or play-back all ol the

lines. While t-he picture may appear to be 525 line NTSC' it is in reality

a degraded signal with a loss of resolution. That resolution comes In

the form of lines which are displayed'
The engineers at Norpak indicated that they even had some

problems r6cording VBI data on 3/4 inch U-Matic machines which

comply with broadcast standards.

TELETEXT/ continues Page 22
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TELETEXT/ continued from Page 18

4) Videoprocessing. As we mentioned, we were not able to
evaluate raw video going right into the teletext decoder simply be-
cause the Noroak unit did not have an input port. But in the future, TTX
units may have video inputs. Obviously, the less you process a
signal containing VBI teletext, the better the odds that you will not
introduce noise or other aberrants into the signal. The problem would
seem to be a generous interpretation by manufacturers of "standards"

for video output on their receivers. For example: Dexel's specifica-
tions claim that the video output is filtered and clamped. Although we
did not run the output through a scope, we were able to recover all
audio subcarriers lrom 5.3 to 8.1 MHz when the video output was run
through an audio demodulator. That meant that a lot of what was
reputedly filtered, got through. Also, video amplilication is achieved
through 2N2222transistors. We had some problems with the proces-
sed video. Eventually one of the videoamps had to be replaced' We
outin2Nz222Atransistors which are a little faster in switching. There
was a significant improvement. Somewhere along the line, receiver
manufacturers had better awaken to the fact that consumers will
eventually plug computers, and teletext decoders, and monitors
and yes, "legal" descramblers, into their satellite receivers. Manu-
facturers had better build in proper video ports, and RS232 connec-
tors. There should be a filtered port, and a port for raw unf iltered video.
Likewise. more care and atlention should be devoted to the actual
levels which come pouring out of receivers. In my experience' too
many TVRO systems compromise video performance and conse-
quently, whal comes out of a receiver bears little resemblance to
NTSC or any other "standard." In short, if data ol any kind is
transmitted via satellite, be it in subcarrier torm, or encoded video, the
consumer should be able to recover that data without distortion.

One other point: Sometimes consumers or manufacturers use RF
amps to amplify and then split the modulated signal coming out of the
receiver and feed multiple TV sets. One must also be careful with the
RF amps. In our experience, while you might get acceptable pictures
out of the amp which seem to be noise{ree, you might also distort the
VBI with RF amo "noise."

5) Audio quality. Some teletext is transmitted by means of en-
coded tones (i.e. Genesis Story Time). Many receiver manufacturers
have adooted audio sections in their receivers which make most audio
engineers cringe. Until recently, I think most receiver designers have
placed audio processing at the bottom ol their list ot priorities. I have
personally seen many receivers which have questionable audio fre-
quency response. The early Sat-tec receivers suttered from a poor
audio section, which was subject to severe distortion on high frequen-
cies. I had written to the manufacturer for advice, but in the tinal
analysis the problem lay with the basic design of the audio section'

Very few receivers can accurately reproduce audio above 10 kHz'
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Many receivers have audio response which may contain some top
end or bottom end frequencies, but are lar from linear in response'
The irony is, if an LNA manufacturer put out a product which deviated
10 dB here, 15 dB there, or had high levels of noise, the receiver
makers and distributors and dealers would yell and scream. Unfortu-
nately there is a double standard in the receiver industry because the
audio sections of receivers often deviate many dB, and are just plain

noisy; yet little has been done and there has been little public discus-
sion-of the problem. There are some receivers which distort badly on
nanow band signals. Others, like the Dexel 1 102, advertise subcarrier
tuning, but cannot tune the subcaniers on WGN or CBN or WTBS The
Dexei audio section was designed for MTV and the Movie Channel
stereo, and 6.2 and 6.8 main channel audio, but just won't work
properly on other subcarriers. We wrote the manufacturer, but no one
bven bothered to acknowledge our letter. There are signs that this is
changing as some manulacturers have realized that stereo and high
fidelit! aie major consumer inducements. (Even Dexel seems to be
addressing the audio issue in its new receivers') But the truth is' many
receiversian't tune in subcarriers properly. In our complaint about
video processing, we noted that many receivers have filtered video
outputs, so even if you wanted to add an audio processor, you would
have to cut right int-o the circuits of the receiver. The real answer is to
provide a wid6-band output, and more care and attention must be paid

io audio processing, with proper equalization and flat frequency re-
sponse. One other point: many modulators also skimp on frequency
response and that is another reason for providing audio outputs'

lf you are a manufacturer of TVROs, you are probably wondering
how can you obtain a NABTS teletext decoder to ensure that your

receivers will perform properly. At present, Norpak Corporation of
Kanata, Ontario makes a teletext video decoder which is a rack mount
unit. lt sells for $4,360(!). They also make a dual mode videotex and
teletext decoder which is somewhat more versatile. lt sells tor approx-
imately $3,000. Apparently, the dual mode decoder does not have
FCC type approval, so you might have some difficulty getting one
across ine bbiOer, legally. One of the salesmen at Norpak is Bob Croll,
and he can be reached at (613) 592-4164'

To sum up, In the next 5 years, teletext will become a multi-million
dollar industry. Electronic publishing has the potential to cater to every
taste. Since the cost lo transmit VBI signals and create pages is under

$1OO,OOO (the cost of 2 TV-minicameras), you can almost be certain
that there will be dozens of services up and running shortly. There will
be some fascinating partnerships formed between traditional "broad-

casters" and print publishers. CBS and NBC are poised to supplement
lheir revenues with teletext. Obviously, people who demand the latest

entertainment technology will be likely candidates lor teletext' People
living in remote areas, unable to obtain print material easily will also
demind access to teletext. As digital audio, computer software
transmitled by satellite, and data services are introduced into the
home, consumers will demand sparklie{ree and saturation-free sig-
nals. Now is the time for the TVRO industry to take action.
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SMATV: Part Three
THE CABLE

CONNECTION

GETTING TO Receivers
While the primary technical goal in any SMATV svstem is to

provide a number of high quality, 'exotic' signal services which people
are willing to pay money to have in their homes, the job of producing
the signals to a high level of technical pertection is hardly over once
the headend has been designed and constructed (see CSD for Febru-
ary and March, 1984 for parts one and two of this series). Having a
clean set of channels at the output 'test point' at the headend is only
half the battle; keeping the signals clean all the way to the subscrib-
er's TV receiver is the other half.

In oarts one and two of this series, we have looked at a broad
overview of the SMATV system, and in some detail at the lash-up
required to carry both satellite delivered signals as well as terrestrial
signals in some mixture to subscriber sets. We will concentrate on the
preliminary aspects of the cable television distribution system in this
segment of the series.

Cleaning up the signals, if off-air, or cleanly and clearly modulating
the signals to standard RF TV channels at the headend insures that
you have a high quality product to work with and distribute. However,
there are many dangers between the output of the headend and the
input to the subscriber TV set(s). lt is entirely possible, even probable,
that if you do not pay attention to good RF 'distribution' techniques,
you can and will 'lose' everything you gained at the headend on the





way to the TV set. Let's see why.
1 ) To connect the headend signals to the subscriber TV sets, we

have to install some cable. The cable itself has one unavoid'
able characteristic which we must design around. Loss' All
cable has 'loss' which is another way of saying that as you carry
signals lurther and further f rom the headend, towards subscrib-
eireceivers, these signals will get weaker and weaker and
weaKer.

2) To travel from the headend to the TV sets, we must pass

through a number of 'passive' components. A cable connector
is a passive component. So is a 'line splitter.' And a 'signal

tap-otf-unit.' Any device inserted into the line' between the
headend and the subscriber, can upset the flow of signal' All
devices, including connectors, have some measurable amount
of ' loss. 'They, l ike cable i tself , ' resistthe f low of RF signals'and
where there is 'resistance,' there is loss'

3) You seldom travel from the headend allthe way to the subscrib-
er's receiver in just one continuous length of the same cable'
You may travel part of the way in a'trunk cable' (typically 1/2
inch or 374 inch in diamete|, another part of the way in a'feeder
cable' (typically .41 2 or lust over 4/1Oths of an inch in diameter'
or, 1/2 inch in diameter), and then a t inal distance in a'drop
cable' (typically RG-59/U, RG-6/U). Each of these cables has
its own 'loss factor'and each time we'transition'from one size
cable to another size cable we have some type of 'transition

fitting' or passive device between the two non-compatible
cabl6 'sizes.' Each of these devices contributes loss (some of
which is on purpose, as we shall see) because each has its own
'resistance factor,' and between two cables of different size we
have two different 'amounls of loss' per unit of distance
traveled.

4) Unless the cable plant is very-compact, the amount of signal
'oower' available to us from the headend modulators and signal
orocessors is lar too low to cover the'distance'we require to
get to each television receiver in the system. This meansthat at
6ne or more locations along the way, someplace afler the
headend but before one or more of the subscriber locations' we
will need to install a 'line amplifier' device. Such a unit is
designed to amplify all of the channels on the system at the
same time (unlike the headend where each channel is pro-
cessed and amplified indlvidually). As you might suspect' it is
possible to have'inter-action'in such an amplilier and we must
be certain that the amplifier does not operate outside ot its
'operating/gain range' if we intend to keep that interaction to a
minimum. Such inter-action shows up on subscriber television
sets as a'film' or series ol oscillating lines on the screen on one'
some or all of the channels. We'll see how we avoid this
happening.

5) Finally, TV sets are themselves capable of creating interfer' 
ence io other TV sets attached to the same cable distribution
system. We avoid this by electronically'isolating' each televi-
sion set, making sure that no matter what type of interference
the TV set mighl'generate,'that interference is not allowed to
crawl 'back' inio the cable master distribution lines where it can
cause cruddy pictures for other subscribers to the system.
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TWO Parallel Systems
lf your SMATV distribution system can be 'RF powered'totally

from the headend, by the available signal power that originates from
the modulators and/or individual channel processors, you will need no
'line amplifiers'in the system. This does not relieve you of the obliga-
tion to be careful with the design and installation of your SMATV
system, since we still have cable and passive device losses to consid-
er, as well as maintaining each television receiver'in isolation'from all
others on the system.

lf your SMATV system requires one or more'line amplifier' units, to
insure that the RF power levels for each channel on the system stay
strong enough to deliver high quality pictures to the sutiscriber receiv-
ers (atthe ends ofthe system, furthest from the headend), then we are
in the'dual system function' business.

Most'line amplifiers' are solid state (i.e. all transistor) units, and
they operate f rom an AC operating voltage ol either 30 or 60 volts
(nominal). There are stand-alone line amplifiers also available which
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have their own internal 117 VAC power supplies. The advantage of
the 30/60 volt units is that as you layout your system you can spot or
locate an amplifier where it is required for amplification purposes
alone, without regard to whether you happen to have a conve'
nient source of 117 VAC nearby. How is this possible?

In a 30/60 volt AC powered unit, the operating voltage/power for
the line amplifier can be (and is) transmitted through the same coaxial
cable, the same fittings and even the same'passive devices'such as
taps, as the RF signais. In other words, the coaxial cable plant carries
the AC operating voltage. Here is how that works.

Modein CATV planis sneak up and down alleyways and streets
where the pole lines (or buried cable lines) mandate. Getting AC
power to each and every amplifier station, through.dedicated AC
power 'service drops,' would be exceedingly expensive. Since it is
iechnically possible to 'duplex' an AC 60 cycle voltage onto the coaxial
cable. and allow the cable to transport the operating voltage' this
means that the cable amplifiers can be virtually independent in loca-
tion to the source and availability of AC operating voltage. We'll see
why that is important, above and beyond the costs involved in provid-
ing'a separate AC (1 17 VAC) service drop to each amplifier location'
Why 30 or 60 VAC?

in most towns and cities, it is not legal to transport or catry 117
VAC around town unless you are the power company. Then' strict
safety rules apply. The National Electrical Code, which most towns
and cities follow and have adopted for their own, specities that if there
is an AC operating voltage of 6'l volts or more being transported
anyplace aiong public thoroughfares, the person or company doing
thd iransporting must follow strict electrical safety codes. This costs
money. So CAiV line amplifiers have been designed to operate just
'below'the 61 volt ceiling that applies in most areas. Some systems'
for design reasons, drop all the way to 30 VAC'

A'CATV Power Supply'is a large metal box that installs on a pole
where a normal 1 17 VAC 'service drop' can be connected. The coaxial
cable, originating at the headend and heading towards some extrem-
ity of the community, plugs into the power supply bo;-and then loops
tlirough that box and cohes back out again' The. BF portion of the
serviie on the cable coming into the power supply box has the TV
channels operational; these TV channels simply flow through the
CATV power supply box with only a minimal amount of disturbance'

At someolace within the cable plant, such as at the amplifier just
ahead of the power supply proper, the flow of power coming to the box
from the headend direction has been 'stopped' by an adjustment
within the preceding amplifier. Power to run the last amplifier ahead of
the power supply has come to that amplifier from another power
supply location. But from the power supply location onward, towards
ttre enOs of the system, this (new) power supply provides AC operat-
ing voltage for the amplifiers that follow. We dlagram this here.

AC POWER
SERVICE

+

l P / s l
cABLErv  |  |  oABLE

LrN: I  I  Ivurue
(NO AC (AC POWER
POWER) 

. INSERTED' )

CATV
POWER
SUPPLY

€CABLE TV
L I N E

Our pre-occupation with powering of amplifiers is at this point
illustrative; we'll see what is involved in the'engineering side'before
we get done. lt points up that there are really two, parallel, functions
going on inside of the coaxial cable at the same time. Number one, we
are transporting and amplifying the broad spectrum of TV channels
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going to the subscriber homes. This requires certain engineering
considerations. Number two, we are transporting an AC operating
voltage for the 'active' (i.e. amplifier) equipment required along the
way. And this requires another set of engineering considerations. We
end up planning, designing, building and operating two'parallel'sys-
tems that just happen to share the same coaxial cable'

THE RF Portion
Whether we elect to make use of individually powered line ampli-

fiers (i.e. those with their own internal 117 VAC supply) or we luck-out
and require no line amplifiers at all, or, we decide to come back later
and look at the powering considerations, we usually start otf our
system analysis by worrying about getting the TV signals to the
subscriber locations.

1) Cable loss increases with operatlng frequency. In part one
of this series, in February, we touched on the tact that as the
operating frequency (i.e. TV channel number) increases (i.e. 7
is greater than 2, 13 is greater than 7), so too does the 'loss

factor' of the coaxial cable. This is an important consideration
since the 'resistance' of our cable to the passage of TV signals
must be carefully calculated as we plan, on paper, our distribu-
tion system.

The general approach to this part of the problem is to look at the
total length of the system, from headend to the final, last (most
distant) subscriber'service drop' (i.e. tap-off). This will be the TV sel to
get the least amount of signal, or, alternately to require the greatest
cumulative amount of 'line amplification' between the headend and
the TV set. A representatlve (small) system ls shown here.

SATELLITE DICEST

also why those block downconversion receivers LOCOM' Anderson,
Janeil, AVCOM, etc.) which use a higher lF frequency (typically in the
2OO-900 MHz region), or the DX receivers which use a very high lF in
the 900-1400 MHz region do NOT allow you to use such lengthy runs
of cable from the downconverter to the demodulator; higher (lF)
frequencies mean greater cable losses ('RF resistance').

iherefore, the usual practice in making a rough calculation of the
'system loss' between the headend and the furthest'customer drop' is
to take the highest TV channel frequency (such as channel 1 3) to be
used on the system, and to compute the losses at that channel to see

lust how much 'total loss' you will have at the ends of the coaxial cable
line. lf you can safely 'get there' at the highest channel, starting with
the amount of signal you have available at the headend 'output' point'
you know that the lower channels (with lower cable losses) will get
along just fine.

All cable manufacturers can supply you with 'loss charts' or tables.
These tables/charts reflect the loss per increment of cable length
(such as 100 feet) at a specified operating trequency (i.e. channel). lt
you are considering cable which does not have 'guaranteed loss'
numbers available, move on; you are shopping for the wrong cable!
And you cannot plan a system around a cable which you know nothing
about.

The subject ot cable loss is a detailed one, and we'll only touch on it
briefly here at this time.

A) Cable loss is a function of the following factors:
1) The slze of the cable, which really means the diameter;
2) The composltion of the cable, which means'is it copper' or

' is i t  aluminum';
3) The deslgn of the cable, which means is the braid (outer

metallic portion, iust under the rubberized weatherproof
cover it the cable is 'flexible') very tightly packed (few if any
'air holes' in the 'weave' of the braid) or is it 'loosely packed'
(which means is the braid only covering a portion of the
cable's inside diameter). Gable ls rated in'percent ot cov-
er' for the braid. Much of the cable on the market has either
a loose braid (typically in the 50-70%'coverage'area), or it
is a double type of braid cover with a segment of copper (or
aluminum) woven braid over the top of a tightly wrapped
'foil' which looks for the world like the same stuff you find
inside ol some cigarette Packs.

We've already touched on diameter; the outer distance straight
across the cable if you look at and measure a'cross section'of cable.
Bigger is better, usually. We'll return to this.
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Just as cable losses increase with frequency (operating channel
number), so too does cable loss increase with reductions In cable
diameter (i.e. size). One-half inch diameter cable, for example, has far
less loss than RG-59/U cable; at both TV channel 2, and at TV channel
13 if you compare one cable directly with the other.

This is why when you install a TVRO system the receiver manufac-
turer will specify to you a 'maximum safe distance' which you can
transport or carry the signal coming out of the downconverter to the
receiver (demodulator) proper. The manufacturer of the TVRO receiv-
er system has calculated how much signal loss (i.e. resistance to RF)
there is, atthe lF outputfrequency of yourdownconverter, with various
types of cable. He may tell you that il you use RG-59/U cable, you can
have as much as 400 feet between the two units, for example. He will
also tell you that if you go beyond his suggested maximum, that you
should use a largercable (one with less'RF resistance'or loss). This is

1- oUTER JACKET

( B R A I D ) S H I E L D

INSULATING MATERIAL

CENTER CONDUCTOR

o- SMALLER CABLE

H A S  M O R E ' L O S S '
THAN

BIGGER CABLE
./

Virtually all of the 'electrons' that make up the flow of the RF signal
travel pretty much on the 'surface' ol the cable's inner conductor. That
means that like water running down a stick, very little of the electrical
(RF) energy penetrates into the center conductor proper. lf the center
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It ls worth notlng that we have the same problems between our
TVRO downconverter and our indoor demodulator when it comes to
cable'selection.' lf your TVRO lF (the frequency at which the signals
travel from the downconverter to the indoor demodulator) is 70 MHz'
and you select a type of RG-59/U (or RG-6/U) which has a 'poor

percentage of braid,' you are inviting RF contamination to 'leak

through'the shield and onto the center conductor. Noise from fence
controllers, static from fish tanks, buzzing from fluorescent light star
ters, even a local TV station in the channel 2-5 operating band (which
conespondstothe normal lF bandwidth of 55 to 85 MHz, centered on
70 MHz) can 'leak into' your cable and create interference which the
indoor demodulator cannot clean up. Always ask for either braided
cable in the 90o/o up reglon, or, select a cable that has both a woven
braid AND a tightly wrapped 100o/o foil braid. This is no place to skimp
on your installation!

There is one more cable consideration. Between the center con-
ductor and the shield conductor, we have a form of insulation. The
best insulation in the world is 'air.' Pure, dry, air. Unfortunately,
nobody has ever figured out how to'suspend' a center conductor
inside'of a 'shield' in pure, dry air without some form of 'spacer device'
to keep the two apart.

Keeping the two from 'touching' one another is not enough
(although if they do, you have a 'cable short' and all electrical flow
stops at that point). The cable has something called 'impedance'; a
fancy term that means the cable has a characteristic which is impor-
tant io the etficiency of the cable itself, and, to the transfer of energy
into and out of the cable at either end. The 'impedance' is a tairly
complicated parameter which depends, among other things, on the
precise positioning of the center conductor and the shield. They must
maintain a certain, carefully worked out, distance from one another. lf

SATELLITE DICEST
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LOW GRADE shlelding with copper braid (only) allows you to 'see

through' the shield tothe foam or solid insulation below; to be
avoided.

the center conductor'wanders' inside of the shield, from side to side
close to first one wall and then another the 'impedance' of the cable
goes to heck in a hand basket, in a hurry. That's not good.

So cable scientists have created a series of chemical formulae to
make up compositions which are rigid, lightweight, and not 'lossy.'

Lossy?
Remember that the best 'insulator' between the two conduclors

would be dry air. Not wet air; dry air. lf wet air is worse than dry air,
would not also wet somethlng else be worse than a dry something
else? The answer is yes. And that means the insulator product'
whatever it is, must be dry, and stay dry, even when it gets wet!

'Foam' insulation is partly air, and partly some sort of chemical.
The higher the percentage that is air, the better the insulating qualities'
and, the lower the 'loss' of the cable. A sponge is a sort of foam. A
sponge collects and holds water. A sponge would be a poor choice for
the insulator. Plastics to the rescue; some types of plastic stay rigid
even when half of their diameter is replaced with 'bubbles' of air' So we
have cables which are manufactured using 'solid insulation,' and,
'foam' insulation. Some of the foamier-foams play on words and call
themselves 'air dielectric.' Dielectric is the fancy word that describes
the insulation material. Air they are not; part air, perhaps.

Foam dielectric cables usually cost more than solld dielectrlc
cables. That may seem odd since if you take away a substantial
percentage of the insulation material and replace it with (free) bubbles
of air, you would think the cable would cost less. Not so. To manufac-
ture a quality cable with precise little bubbles that don't happen in the

RG-59/U FOIL BRAID (lett) has tightly wrapped metallic foil under
the loosely wrapped braid foil. The combinatlon is good, but you
cannot use standard F-59 connectors and insure a good connec'
tlon.
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conductor is copper, solid copper, you have a relatively expensive
'electron highway' and only the 'outer lane' is used. For this reason,
most cables are available with either'solid copper'center conductors
or'copper coated/plated' center conductors. The difference is in dol-
lars, and perhaps installation ease; seldom in performance, provided
the copper plating/coating has been appiied properly.

Totally aluminum center conduclors, no copper plating/coating'
are cheaper (and frankly ditficult to find). They are also far more
'lossy'; they have a'higher resistance to the flow of RF' and they are
therefore to be avoided. Aluminum is not as good a 'conductor' of
electricity as copper so we elect to use copper or copper coated cable.

We mentioned the'center'conductor. Cable has two conductors; a
'center'conductor and an 'outer'conductor. RF is nothing more than
fancy electricity moving at a very fast frequency. You do not attempt to
send electricity through a single conductor or wire; you must have a
second (return) wire to re-connect the device being powered or con-
nected back to the origination point. Electricity, even RF electricity'
'flows' from source to 'load'; and in theory, 'back again.' The center
conductor gets the source and the load connected together lor the
outward bound flow: the 'outer' conductor or 'shield,' as it is also
called, connects the two together for the return process'

The shield does more. lt is called a 'shield' because it also
protects or'shields' the center conductor from contamination; electric-
al contamination. Everything around you is a potential source of
interference to the TV signals. The air conditioners you pass by, the
electric toothbrush in apartment 208, even the electrical lines in the
project. The shield acts as a 'barrier' so that these interference
sources cannot 'leak into'the cable TV lines and cause interference to
the TV signals. A '60% braid shield' means that 40olo of the center
conductor area ls not shielded; not protected. That's bad news
since the 40% 'open' can allow plenty of 'RF contaminants' to flow into
the coaxial cable and get onto the center conductor. The center
conductor, improperly'shielded,' is nothing but a gigantic'wire anten-
na' looped all over a project or community. That's why high brald'
shleld percentages are almost mandatory. They keep pollution outof
the coaxial cable.

This is one of the reasons why the aluminum jacketed CATV
cables are so popular. The aluminum jacket is a 100% shield' lt is like
a piece of tightly installed 'conduit,' fitting perfectly tight around the
insulation mlteiiat which separates the center conductor from the
outer jacket (shield). Nothing can get through THAT shield unless the
shield is cracked or broken or 'wounded'!
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wrong spot (such as all at one time in a clump, which would leave the
cable unsupported and capable of weaving over and touching the
outer shield) is quite a trick. lt costs more money to'inject the air'than it
does to create a cable that has a solid dielectric; even if the solid one
has more material in it.

So the ideal cable we are looking for has the following properties
and mechanical considerations:

1) l t  has low loss;
2) lt has good shielding properties.
Are there other considerations? Yes indeed; several in fact. And

they are largely'mechanical' in nature. Such as?
1) The cable has to be weatherproot, Remember the moisture

oroblem: even if the insulation between the center conductor
and the shield will not 'soak up' water or moisture trom the
(humid) air, it can still retain the moisture if it gets wet.

2) The cable has to be capable of being shaped and bent and
fondled during the installation process. lt must withstand this
abuse and not 'break'or 'crack'or otherwise change shape, or
electrical properties.

3) The cable should, in fact must, be compatible with some type of
commonly available connector(s). lt does no good to have a
'perfect' cable if you can't get or work with the connectors.

Weatherproofing. A solid aluminum jacketed'CATV type' cable
has a weatherproof cover all of its own; the solid aluminum jacket. No
amount of rubber coated over the solid aluminum iacket is going to do
a better job of keeping out moisture than the solid aluminum iacket. So
this type ol cable does not have a rubber/plastic jacket? Wrong.

A flexible cable, such as RG-59/U or RG-6/U (etc.) MUST have a
jacket that keeps the moisture otf of the braid. The braid is susceptible
to water ingress, and it is susceptible to nicks and abrasions. Both are
to be avoided, obviously. So we put a tightly wrapped iacket' rubber
ized material or plastic, over the shield to 'hold it all together.' And to
lkeep water and dirt and junk out.

So why would we take a perfectly good weatherproof cover such
as a solid aluminum jacket and cover it again with plastic or rubber?
Because aluminum has at least one undesirable property; it oxidizes.
Actually, it has two undesirable properties; it is also a 'soft' metal and it
can easily be nicked, gouged, or chewed. A properly designed plastic-
type jacket can actually be tougher than the aluminum! lf the cable is
going to get pulled through thousands of feet of conduit, over walls,
across attics and what have you, where there lurks rocks and nails and
splinters just waiting to chew into the aluminum shell, you are better off
springing for the extra bucks and getting a cable that also has a plastic
type outer jacket. lf the cable is going to be used outdoors in an area
where there is salt in the air (such as a seacoast town), or where there
are industrial pollutants (Pittsburgh, for example) in the air, you should
not use non-jacketed cable. Sooner or later the junk in the air will do a
number on the raw aluminum jacket.

Bending. Al l  cable has a'minimum bending radius. 'That means
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that you can make a turn with the cable, but usually not an abrupt 90
degree bend, or, worse yet, fold it back on itselt. Aluminum iacketed
cables have an obvious problem;the jacketwill kink or crease and that
is not good. Why?

Remember'impedance'; that characteristic that determines the
etficiency of the cable, and, the type of equipment which the cable can
interface with? And, remember that impedance is determined by the
insulation which maintains a precise distance between the shield
(outer shell) and the center (inneO conductor? Well, when you kink or
crease the cable, you have destroyed its symmetrical (round) shape.
Now you have a chunk that is not round, and at that point (where the
crease or kink is located) you have a much shorter (closer) distance
between the center conductor and the shield. At this point the cable is
no longer 75 ohms, and this will adversely atfect the performance of
the system beyond this point. You also run the risk with a kink of
rupturing the outer aluminum shell, and allowing moisture to leak in, or
signal to 'leak out.'

Manufacturers of 'hard line' (i.e. that line with a solid aluminum
shield) wi l l  specify the'minimum bending radius. 'They even provide
'bending tools'which are used if you are going to turn the cable's path
and go in a different direction abruptly. When you reduce that radius,
the cable begins to'tear' at the aluminum shell and without warning il
wi l l  kink.

HEAVY STAPES,
ATTACHING CABLE

TO STUDS OR
WALLS, CAN ' INDENT'

RG-59/u, RG-6/u
CABLES, CAUSING

..TRAPPING' '

All cable has a minimum bending radius; even 'flexible'cables.
And the reason is the same. The distance between the center conduc-
tor and the shield (whether solid or braid) must be maintained; that
round shape must be kept, or there will be an 'impedance bump' at that
point. Even RG-59/U (which can bend back on itself very tightly) must
be watched; i.e. you cannot run it through an open window and then
close the window on the cable, or use heavy hammer-in staples to
attach it to a stud. Not if you will crease, or indent the cable in the
process.

One of the interesting things that happens when you have multiple
indentions on the same run of cable is'trapping.' Let's say you run a
section of RG-59/U from your downconverter (or cable line) inside to a
TV set. You decide to run the cable up a wall and to attach the cable to
the wall you use some hammer-in staples. You get slightly canied
away, not wanting the cable to slide on the wall run, and really drive the
staples home. Now you have a series of indentions, places where the
cable's round shaoe has been crimped.

Each of these locations is a spot where the cable is no longer 75
ohms. The combination of two or more such spots will create a 'trap';

that is, a section of cable which actually stops the flow of RF signals
on a particular frequency, or frequencies. lf this was a cable drop,
rather than a downconverter run, you might hook up the TV and find
channels 3 and 12 were 'gone'; simply disappeared, or very much
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weaker than the others. You trot out to the 'line tap'and measure the
signal with a signal level meter. Yup, 3 and 12 are there alright. But at
the opposite end of the cable, with nothing in-between but cable, 3 and
12 are gone! How can that be?

The random selection of staple locations, the heavy handed ham-
mer, have set up 'lrap resonances' in lhe drop line. Channels 3 and 12
(or virtually any other single or multiple channel combination) are
'sucked out' by the unintended 'traps' made up by the crimped cable
sections.

lf you are running a downconverter line inside, and your lF is the
normal 70 MHz (center), you might get away with this mistake and
never even notice it. Why? Because the particular random spacing
you selected for the staples created a trap or traps, alright' but the
traps are 'resonant' on some f requency other than the 55-85 MHz (70
MHz center) range. So handling the cable, subjecting it to abuse,
plays a part in cable selection. You want a cable which will stand up to
normal installation wear and tear and you want your installers to be
bright enough that they don't abuse it, exceeding normal cable'limits.'

Connectors. lt is unfortunate, perhaps, that to use cable you
must also use connectors. Connectors are the downfall of many
technicians. They simply refuse to learn how to properly install the
connectors, perhaps not realizing that the connector must have the
same 'integrity' as the cable itself . The connector is an extension of the
cable. lt has a particular shape, a particular set ol dimensions, so that
it too will be 75 ohms (or whatever impedance is required to match the
cable). And it must be installed properly, following the directions
created by the connector manufacturer.

Let's deal with the easy connectors first. The F-59 series connec-
tors are those common 'F'f i t t ings which we al l  use. Not al l  'F' f i t t ings

are created equal; a subject we shall visit in coming months in some
detail. F fittings designed for RG-59/U foam cable, for example, are
not the right connectors to use when you have selected RG-59/U
foil-braid cable. There are small but important dimensional differ-
ences between foam (full copper braid) cable and the foil (light copper
or aluminum braid over tightly wrapped foil) cable. You can 'force' one
to work on the other, but it is an operational mistake to do so. For now,
let's simply be sure you understand that an 'F'fitting is nol always an
'F'fitting when you grab a pack of them at the local wholesale store
and head lor a job. Select the right F connector for the right cable'
everytime.

The tool to install the F connector, called a'crimper,'will also differ
with different types of connectors. Some F fittings have a small,
separate metal ring called an 'O' ring which slides over the rubberized
jacket and braid, and is attached to the connector proper by sliding the
crimpers over lhe O ring and applying pressure. The O ring collapses
under the pressure, and forms lightly around the cable and the support
'ferrule' portion of the connector. This insures a tight, pressurized
contact, between the cable's braid and the fenule portion of the
conneclor.

Other F fittings have an 'integral O ring' which simply means the
ring is attached to the connector body, rather than being a separate
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OOOPS! This piece ot .412 cable got bent too tightly and the
crease in the aluminum jacket will spoil the cable's performance.

SATELLITE DICEST

ALUMINUM JACKETED cable has solid aluminum sheath, an
inner insulation of air bubbles and plastic (dielectric) and a center
conductor of solld or copper coated aluminum.

piece. lt installs in the same manner; the crimper squashes the ring-
portion tor a tight, compressed fit.

Years ago all O rings were separate pieces, Then they became
integral pieces. More recently they have become separate again
(although you can still buy any of the types) and rather than being
small metal rings, they are more akin to short lengths of small metal
tubing. The larger 'O tubing' is desirable since it provides a larger
surface area of oressure between the fenule inside of the cable's
jacket and the braid portion. This increases the strength of the connec-
tor proper (i.e. it takes more pressure to pull them apart now), and, it
also makes a better electrical contact. We'll see why that is important
at a later date.

Connectors for larger t lexible cable (such as RG-6/U, RG-11/U
and so on) were original ly only avai lable in 'solder-on'formats. That
meant everytime you installed a connector, you had to drag out a
soldering iron or gun and spend 15 minutes putting on the connector.
This was not very practical when you had thousands to install, so
'crimp on' connectors were devised. They are simply over-sized F
fittings, designed to have the proper dimensional characteristics to fit
the larger diameter cable. They require special tools for crimping, or a
combination tool that is designed for both RG-59/U and RG-6/U (etc.)
cables.

Connectors for aluminum jacketed cable are very specialized and
there are dozens of different varieties. They look like plumbing fittings,
with a body, one or more 'rings'that thread into place, compression

RG-59 CRIMPERS come in many forms; this one is for the 'O

tubing'type ol'O-ring' which provides a better mechanical lock
on the cable as well as providing improved 'cable radiation'
performance.

t * ,
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sealing rings and a sturdy, formal looking appearance. No two install
exactly alike, but there are similarities.

1) The center conductor will be 'bared,' cut to a specific length,
and slipped into a 'center pin' in the body of the connector'

2) One or two threaded portions that slide down over the bare
aluminum jacket and tighten (with a wrench) into the body of
the conneitor. In the tightening process, a collapsing inner
ring digs into the aluminum jacket making a tight mechanical
and electrical connection.

The connector has weatherproofing 'O rings' of neoprene or some
type of tight rubber consistency which insures that moisture does not
run from-outside the cable down the aluminum iacket into the innards
of the connector. Most connectors come with a set of printed instruc-
tions and they must be lollowed. The typical tools required are a pair of
wrenches, and, a 'tubing cutter' or other tool to carelully score through
the rubber (if present) plus aluminum iacket so you can get to the
center concluctor,

SATELLITE DICEST

the larger aluminum jacketed cables. In other words, you want'clean'
bare copper' showing, not a residue coated center conductor. Even
with F tittings.

The general practice is to take a small pocket knife and gently
scrape the exposed center conductor of the cable to clean away the
residue. A file is not a good idea since you may file away too much and
change the shape (and critical dimensions) of the center conductor.
Simply scrape the stuff otf and you will be in business'

And if you don't?
It is possible to 'leave behind' several 'dB' of signal at say TV

channel 13, or a dB or more at even 70 MHz if the RF energy has to
struggle through the residue left behind on the center conductor to
make the contact to the object the titting is plugged into' Therefore,
even with 70 MHz downconverter runs, lt is wise to clean both ends
of the cable's center conductor as you are installing the F fitting(s).

Well, now you know more about cable than you ever wanted to
know! Actually, we have barely scratched the surface at this point and
we'll make up for it in a future edition ot CSD. Because the'highway'
for our signals is cable, it lS important that you understand some of the
special nuances that accompany use of cable il you are to be a
successful planner and installer of any cable-type system.

CABLE Attenuation vs. FrequencY
We have already learned that larger diameter cables are more

efficient transporters ot VHF (and UHF) television signals than smaller
diameter cables. And we know that cable loss, per incremental length
of cable, also increases as the frequency goes up. Let's see some
numbers.

We'll pick a set of five frequencies which are meaningful to our
TVRO systems and the SMATV systems we will be building: 55 MHz'
70 MHz,216 MHz,450 MHz and 950 MHz. And these represent?

1) 55 MHz is the approximate carrier trequency for TV channel 2'
the lowest TV channel in the spectrum and the lowest TV
channel we are apt to carry on our SMATV system.

21 70MHz is the center frequency tor our standard TVRO receiv-
ing system (although some manufacturers use other 'lF' fre-
quencies).

3) 216 MHz is the frequency at the top end of TV channel 13'
typically the hlghest frequency cable channel we will be work-
ing with.

4) 450 MHz is the lower edge of the popular 450-950 MHz range
which many of the lower cost block downconversion receiver
systems (Janeil, Anderson, Locom et al) use. lt has no direct
bearing on our SMATV system but since a block down-
conversion system does lend itself to multiple receivers con-
nected to the same antenna, is that not a small SMATV system
'in disguise'?

5) And 950 MHz is the top or other end ot the same 450-950
'block' of channels which the lower cost block downconversion
systems use.

Now let's plug in ppme numbers using cable which is'average' in
performance, and wtiich is commonly tound in the marketplace'
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CONNECTORS FOR .4'12, .500 or .750 (3/4") cable are precision
machined and require considerable care while installing.

A word about cleaning the center conductors. To insure that
the 'foam' or other insulation will not 'creep' inside of the cable, it is
'bonded' to the center conductor. In other words, as you strip or
carefully cut away the insulating material between the outer shield and
the center conductor, you find that tiny bits of the insulation are
clinging to the center conductor. This is important in the cable's
mechanical integrity, but the copper or copper-coated center conduc-
tor will not transfer energy very well through that last residue ot
insulating material.

This is true with both RG-59/U (RG-6/U, etc.) cables as well as

THE COPPER(ized) center conductor has a residue on it which
must be scraped off or you will leave 'several dBs of signal
behind' when you install the fitting.

All of the above relate to a standard length for comparison; 100
leet of cable, less any additional losses which connectors or other
passive devices in the 100 foot run might add to the cable. A special
note about the first RG-59/U cable (1).

Generally speaking, there is 'good cable' and there is 'not so good
cable.'The not-so-good stuff sells cheaper, and if you peel back the
rubberized outer iacket you will see why. Under the jacket is a braided
shield. lt may be copper looking, or it may be aluminum looking. lf the

\

Cable Type
RG-59/U (1)
RG-59/U foam
RG-6/U loam
BG-l1/U foam
.412 aluminum
.500 aluminum
.750 aluminum

Loss/ Loss/
55 MHz 70 MHz
2.5  dB 2 .9  dB
1 . 1  d B  1 . 7  d B
0.8 dB 1.2 dB
0.6  dB 0 .9  dB
0.4 dB 0.6 dB
0.35 dB 0.5 dB
0.28 dB 0.4 dB

Loss/ Loss/ Loss/
216 MHz 450 MHz 950 MHz
5.3 dB 8.8 dB 13.2 dB
4.0 dB 6.0 dB 9.4 dB
3.0 dB 4.8 dB 7.5 dB
2.4 dB 3.8 dB 5.8 dB
1,8  dB 2 .6  dB 3 .9  dB
1.4 dB 2.0 dB 3.2 dB
1.0  dB 1 .7  dB 2 .3  dB
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cable has no 'foil braid' under the woven braid, and we assume here
it does not, you will find the white colored dielectric or insulating
material the next layer down.

The braid, as wehave seen, must'cover'the insulating materialas
completely as possible. Rememberthat a solid aluminum shield is the
best (1OO%) coverage there is. lf the braid, by visual inspection, is
loosely woven; it there are gaps between the bralded strands
which allow you to look through the braid to the white insulating
material beyond, you have in your hand a poorly designed' low shield-
ing factor cable. This cable will have higher losses and less impe-
dance'integrity' (i.e. not be 75 ohms uniformly) and it is not desirable
even for short runs at 70 MHz.

A poor braid percentage is easy to see; the air gaps are obvious
and the braid is'tinsel' in feel and generally collapses when subject to
even a small amount of finger stress. What you can't simply look at
and 'grade' is the quality of the insulating material that separates the
braid from the center conductor.

The opposite of 'foam' insulation is a solid insulation. Remember a
foam insulation is trying to iniect air bubbles or chambers into the
dielectric to reduce the cable's losses. A solid insulation has no air
bubbles and it is tough to cut. You have no way of determining, without
chemical analysis, what the insulating material is composed of ' lt may
be anything from high grade plastic to low grade re-constituted plastic
food wrappersl Naturally, low grade plastic is to be avoided. Chances
are if the cable manufacturer has skimped on the braid shield' he has
also skimped on the choice of materials for the center dielectric
insulator.'Otf brand' cable, which on inspection has a loose fitting' low
coverage pecentage shield, should be avoided. For any application,
including 70 MHz lF runs. Our 2.5 dB loss number for RG-59/U In the
preceding table assumed that we were dealing with a brand name'
high quality non-foam type of RG-59/U. In the realworld, you could be
suckered into purchasing a roll of cable which has twice as much loss
and you would never know it until you got yourself into installation
problems. As always, 'Caveat Emptor' (Buyer Beware)' The cable
world is filled with charlatans who sell 'pretty cable' at bargain prices. lt
is no bargain.

Now we need to return to our basic cable plant and spend some
time learning how you calculate cable losses, and what those losses
mean to the planning of the SMATV/cable system.

LEAVING The Headend
As we learned in the March installment, atter we have processed

and modulated all of our SMATV system channels properly' they are
'mixed together' into a single cable for transportation to the individual
homes oireceivers connected to the system. In the process of doing
all of this, we ended up with a finite, measurable amount of 'RF signal
power,' or signal voltage, for each of the TV carriers to be canied on
the system. We learned that as we 'mix' channels together' to get
them onto a single cable, we'lose' power in the mixing process. And
that when this is all done, we end up with a certain amount of signal on
each channel. We also learned that we can do something called 'tilt' at
the headend, to partially compensate along the cable for the differ-
ences in cable loss at our two 'extreme-end' channels; such as 2 and
13 .

Measurements, done accurately with a tape measure usually, are
essential in a cable plant. In a large community system or sizeable
development, you can put into service a small one-wheeled machine
that you roll aiong the ground following the path the cable lines will
follorir. Attached to the wheel is a footage counter and this'Unicycle
without a seat' allows you to measure as you walk.

Most developers, if you are dealing with a developer, have an
accurate plot map of the property. Distances are already determined
and you can use somebody else's work to layout your cable plant. A
trailer park or other 'as-built' project will have to be 'mapped' and
measured by you.

First you need to determine how you will route the cable. ldeally'
you will follow the same 'pathway' as the existing (or planned) telco
Lnd electrical service lines. lf your cable service will be built 'overhead'

(using the power/telco poles for cable suspension), their maps will be
your guideline. A few words about attaching to utility poles.

There are agreements and tradition between the local power and

telephone utility firms. There are also state electrical salety codes'
The safety codes specify that the power service lines will be at the top
of the poles, that some minimum safe distance below the power lines
you can install the telephone lines. The same rules also establish the
minimum 'clearance distance' between the lowest cable on the pole
and the ground, or street, below. You take the height of the existing
pole and you add up all of these minimum distances; 18 feet clear-
ance, for-example,'from the road, and, 5 feet between telco and
power. That says the pole must be no less than 23 leet out ot the
ground, perhapi 24 to allow for the 'bulk' of the power company wiring.

Now, if a cable TV line is to be squeezed onto this pole, it must be
so located that it does not shorten the minimum distance between the
lowest cable and the ground/roadway clearance, nor shorten the
minimum safety distance between the power company line and the
first'communications line' (telco or cable) below it. Let's assume we
have a 25 toot pole here, above ground. That tells us we have between
1 and 2 feet of 'surplus space' remaining; that cable could sneak in
either just below telco or just above telco and still maintain the dis-
tances required.

lf telco was installed precisely 18 feet above'grade,'the extra
space on our example 25 foot pole will be between telco and power. lf
telco was installed precisely 5 feet below power, the extra space is on
the ground side of telco.

fhere are something called 'ioint pole agreements' at work here;
the power company and the telephone company maintain a master list
of who actually pays for which pole. They attempt, in most areas (but
not in all areas) to maintain a 50-50 share of actual pole ownership; i.e.
who pays to put the pole into the ground to begin with. Each year they
inventory the new poles added, compare it to the totals from the prior
year, and 'exchange checks.' In most situations, neither one actually
pays 'rent' to the other; they simply split the pole installation costs
down the middle.

Along comes the cable guy. He is not a 'joint pole owner'; he is a
renter. His service is more akin to'communications'than 'power' so
where you have a pole that is jointly owned by power and telco, the
cable guy goes to the telco and asks for permission (i.e. a contract) to
rent pole space. There are traditions here established over decades of
'joint pole use.'The rental fees are computed as so much, per pole'
per year. Rates are subject to review by the Federal Communications
Commission, and generally fall between $3 and $7 a year per pole.
There is aformal, multiple (multiple!) page contractwhich telcowilltrot
out for you to sign. lt specifies the rental fees, the safety considera-
tions (distance between cables) and something called 'make ready.'

TELCO

CATV

-  1 9 '

- t 8 ,

PROPER SAFETY CLEARANCES
MUST BE MAINTAINED

We will continue our look at the basic SMATV system, concentrat-
ing on the design of the plant proper, as this series continues in the
May issue of CSD.
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CLARKE'S FIRST
INDIAN OCEAN

OBSERVATIONS

and installations) and with the trained discipline of a scientist, clarke's
observations have been many and in depth.- - -ih" 

g"n"tal belief has been that this particular region of the world
may be-the most 'underserved' segment of the globe; that 'regular

trarismissions' from satellites in the 24 dBw and up (signal level)
region were, at besl, scarce.-"inere 

ls'significant Intelsat activity over the Indian Ocean, but it
consists of onl! non-scheduled video and then on a Global transmis-
sion tormat in (typically) the 20 dBw 'region.'There are also a pair of
domestic satetilie service systems; the 4 GHz Indian INSAT bird and
tn" plf "p" iy.tem which atihe moment consists of a trio of birds' And
there are a pair of Russian Gorizont family birds-' However, with the

foisible exception of INSAT, none of these satellites are looking into
ine region of Sri Lanka with signal levels that even come close to the
domeitic levels which we experience over North America' Truly' this
is a'fringe area' for television service, even in 1984'

11 BIRDS Visible
Data studied prior to the trip this past fall indicated that as many as

efeuen A 
-e 

Hz birds might Ue visif te in Sri Lanka' Through the end of
6r;ty Clarke had iientified transmissions from 8 of these birds'
They are as follows:-i) 

Corizont 5 (53' E), found with video on transonder 9 (audio
transmitted as sound-in-syncs, as the inclined orbit Molniya
bird favors).

zt rntedjr VEl (57'E), found withvideo-on transponder 19 (all
transponder numbeis relate to the US standard 24 channel
receiver).

3) Intelsat'V/F7 (60' E), found with video on transponde(s) 23l
24.

C) lnielsat V/F5 (63" E), found with video on transponder(s) 23l
24.

CLARKE/ continues Page 42

FIRST RESULTS
When the "Coop's Satellite Expedition To Sri Lanka" (.) group

visited Colombo and Arthur C. Clarke this past November, we instal-

led and left behind a trio of satellite receiving systems For the Unl-

versity of Moratuwa there was a pair of dish systems; a 20 foot ADM

horizon system, and a Hero 25 foot dish system also^equipped-with
horizon to horizon tracking' At the home of Arthur C' Clarke, a 16 toot

ilractipse. The electronics included Intersat, Maspro and AVCOM

receiveis, most equipped with switchable half and full transponder

format. as well as a Hero SCPC receiver for those stubborn Intelsat

feeds that insist on transporting the (TV) program audio on a separate

transponder from the video.
Ciarke's installation, in particular, has been getting a good work-

out since our visit (see January 1984 CSD for a full report on the trip

*/ See Page 44
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CLARKE/ continued from Page 38
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CLARKE's 16' Paraclipse under construction'

newer 81 bird, on the other hand, is a 24 channel bird with 7 5 watt
power levels and with modified antenna patterns w-hich could, in
iheory, result in much improved service for not only Sri Lanka but a
wide oortion of Southeast Asia.

Clarke characlerizes his A2 reception as 'very poor television' and
assigns a signal level reading ot 2 (t)to the reception (defined by
Clarke as'Picture Just Recognizable'). That is not necessarlly bad
news since the fact that there is reception there at all, and that it is
consistent, would indicate that given the right kind of antenna system'
.and the perfection of the electronics involved, there is every opportun-
ity to produce high quality pictures from Palapa even in Sri Lanka.
Tiansferring Clarke's O-5 assignment to a carrier to noise ratio, we'd
have to give it a 2 to 3 dB CNR. That says that given 6 dB additisnal
antenna or system gain, he would be out of the noise (with no margin)
even on the Palapa A2 service. lf some of the missing 6 dB comes in
the future as service is transfened to the newer 81 bird' that will
reduce the amount of additional antenna/system performance re-
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5)
6)

7l
8)

INSAT 1B (74'E), found with video on transponder 24.
Palapa A2 (77' E), found with video on transponders 7' 9 and
24.
Raduga 10/12 (85" E), found with video on transponder 9.
Gorizont 2/6 (90" E), found with video on transponder 9.

SIGNAL Levels
Equipped with the 16 foot Paraclipse dish, 100 degree LNA and

AVCOI\4 3 (lnternational Grade) receiver, Clarke finds a wide variety
of signal levels present. Some of this variation is a function of wander-
ing 6ird orbits; the Gorizont birds, in particular, follow a 'figure I
pattern' oscillating north and south of the true Clarke Orbit belt location
assigned, directly above the equator. The dish only tlacks east and
wesialong the belt, and when the birds are well north (or south) of the
equator, in their normal daily pattern, the signal levels suffer consider-
ablv. as we shall see.

blarke uses an arbitrary scale of O to 5 with 0 being no detectable
signal and 5 being a high quality (noise free) signal. Charts with this
report further explain. He also uses a spot-check pattern with regular
checks for all 8 of the viewable birds in two hour increments starting
around 0630 in the morning (local time) and completing at either 2130
(9:30 PM) or 2230 (10:30 PM). He does this daily, and keeps a record
of the observed results. A sample day (January 30' 1984) is shown
here in table form. Since even in the worst case there would appear
to be some detectable signal (signal level 1 ), the '0' notations probably
indicate that at the time shown (his local time) the satellite transpon-
ders being monitored were 'otf the air.'There is also the possibility'
during normal 'programming'otf' hours, that the transponders are
'powered down' (i.e. operational power reduced since the transmis-
sion only consists of color bars or other test signals).

The wildest variations are found with the Gorizont birds' They also
have the widest reported 'flight excursions,'following elongated figure
8 patterns which would take them out of the beamwidth of the 16 foot
Paraclipse dish for at least a part of each day. The solution to this is to
equip the elevation adjustment on the polar mounted dish with its own
motorized 'jack screw' so that rather than setting it up by hand'
dead-on the Clarke Orbit belt so the dish always tracks along the belt'
the operator is able to 'mis-align' the dish north or south of the equator
when in the proper azimuth location to follow the bird's wanderings
north and south. A few dishes are so equipped (Hero Communications
otfers such a package as an optional accessory) and in areas of the
world where either Gorizont or (some) Intelsat birds are depended
upon for reception, this is the 'only way to fly.' Clarke's dish is not' at
the moment, so equipped. Thus we (will) see that as the birds follow
their figure 8 flight pattern, there are marked changes apparent with
the received signal quality.

RECEPTION Aspects
The one commercially vlable service would, in theory, be the

Palapa multi-channel, multi- language channels. At the time of
observation, this programming is on Palapa A2, located at 77 degrees
east. This programming is expected to be moved to Palapa 81 at
some near-term future date although the failure at launch of the recent
Palapa 82 bird may have some bearing on this transfer. The A2 bird is
one of the older 5 watt (maximum output) birds of the same family as
our oresent Westar 2/3 birds; or the older ANIK series birds. The

Satellite

Gor .5
lnt. V/F1
lnt. V/F7
lnt. V/FS
lns. B
Pal. A2
Rad. 10/12
Got.2/6
Note: 'Best Signal'

Location
SAMPLE DAY/SRI LANKA (January 30, 1984)

Best 0730 0830 0930 1030 1130 1430 1530 1630 1830 1930
Signal (Local Time)

5 1  2 3 2 4 5 4 + 3 2 - o o
3 +  0  o  o  0  0  0  0  3  3  3
3 + 0 o , 0 0 0 2 3 - 3 + 0 2
2 +  O '  O  O  O  0  0  0  0  0  2 +
5 0 0 0 0 0 5 5 5 5 5
2 + 2 + 2 + 2 2 2 2 - 2 2 2 2
4 + 3 3 3 + 2 o 0 0 0 0 2
5 + 0 4 - 4 - 5 5 2 1 0 3 + 4

indicates highest level of signal ever attained, not necessarily peaking on the sample day (January

5 3 ' E
5 7 ' E
6 0 ' E
6 3 ' E
74" E
77" E
8 5 ' E
9 0 ' E

2030 2130

0 0
3 + 3
0 3 +
0 0
5 5
1 2
3 4 -
5 5

30th) shown.



Dx GivesYou Eig sysrem euatiry
crt Smcrlt System Prices.

Now you can have top quality performance
for a surprisingly reasonable price. The DSA-
643 Satellite Receiver from DX features dual,
block downconversion-unique for receivers
in this price range. The DSA-643 uses a dis-
criminator circuit for signal demodulation; a full
30 MHz bandwidth; and a unique threshold

{|,/ ' '
:: .--'::
9."-:;:."
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DX also provides the DSA-541 Block
Downconverter. lt features a highly stabte
ceramic resonator, with a fixed frequency of

DX communications, Inc- A subsidiary of c. ltoh & co. (America) Inc.116 Midland Ave., portchester, N.y 10573 (914) 93'9_Bgg0
Manufactured by DX Antenna Co., Kobe,'Japan.

2800 MHz. Stability is maintained at a remark-
able -f 1 MHz overthe entire-30" to + 50"C
temperature range. So you can installthe down-
converter out of doors, at the dish, without con_
cern for frequency drift caused by temperature

changes year after year.
The innovative DSA-643 Satellite

Receiver and DSA-541 Block Down-
converter are brought to you by DX,
one of the most respected names

in satellite television reception sys_
tems in Japan and around the world. DX-also
provides line amplifiers, power dividers, and
other block downconversion-compatible
accessories.

extension circuit. These features
add up to a low threshold carrier
to noise ratio, commercialquality
reception and low cost installation in
any system.
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" - A videotape presentation created during the Sri Lanka expedi-
tion was to have been available to the industry this past February/
March. Unavoidable delays in the final editing of that taped program
have postponed the release date. An announcement of the- program
run dates and satellite location will be made here in GSD, when
Known.

** - Ron Nelson at Creighton University (c/o Lee Lubbers, S'J"
Creighton University Satellite Net,25OO California Street, Omaha, Nb'
68t i8) has construited 'sound-in-sync' decoders for use at Creighton
Univeisity, and is available to custom-build such a decoder tor others
who may have limited-quantity needs in this area.

SATELLITE DICEST

programming exists is not that undesirable. Plays and musical prog-

,am-s are virt-ually universal and news, even in a'foreign' language is

still capable of bbing followed, if not completely unde.rstood' Unfortu-

natelyi any of the above requires that you have audio to go with the

vided. enb that is the primary problem with the terminal systems

commercially available in the marketplace at the present time'

Russian iudio is transmitted using a'sound in syncs' system' lt is a

fo rmofpu lse , t ransmi t tedwi th in thev ideo l ine i tse l fandtoex t rac t i t
from the canier you must have a proper pulse-modulation decoder'

No such produ6t exists in the commercial marketplace, although

CSD has'on three occasions published 'how-to-do-it" articles with

schematics in this area. Clarke writes of his frustration, when the video
'rs'near perfect,' of not being able to hear the audio from some of the
'fascinaiing concerts transmitted.' The same problem faces anyone

who is inte-rested in providing Gorizont reception from the birds at 53

or 90 east or the Raduga seiies (Russian) bird at 85 east' There is a
(perhaps small) commircial opportunity here forsomeone with the

abilities to oroduce the 'sound-in-sync' decoders' (**) for sale to those

systems that require this reception.-' 
inis note. ilarke reports that the Intelsat V/F7 bird (60' E) has

prouiOeO him with 'fairly good video and audio' on occasions, during

lnose periods when the satellite was being used for news feeds

(transponder 23124). And, with the scheduled launch of the new

ir"Ur"t f irO later in i 984, there will be yet another service available in

the sub-continent region.- 
Those who woublollow in Clarke's pioneering footsteps will add to

the foundation of information now available, and 1984 promises to be

an eventtul year in this largely underserved region of the world'

THE Gorizont'Twist'
Clarke's observations, as a function of time of day versus signal

strength or level, parallel olher observations made by observers who
have attempted to track the apparent figure 8 flight variations from
Gorizont at 14 degrees west. What is new about the Clarke data is
that it provides a first-time look at two Russian satellites which until
now have been beyond 'regular monitoring' by properly equipped
ooservers.

Three charts are shown. Each uses the vertical scale to show the
relative signal level(s) observed (0 being no signal and 5 being noise
free pictures) while the horizontal scale depicts the change in time of
day.

Flgure One shows the wanderings of Gorizont 1 at 53' E. From
Clarke's vantage point, the bird would appear to be closest to the
Clarke Orbit belt in mid-day with a decided'hump'in upward perform-
ance betwen 1O:30 local time and 1 830 (6:30 PM) local time. This bird
is thought to have an 'inclined orbit' of 0.5 degrees' lf we make the
assumption that the Paraclipse dish has a 1.1 degree beamwidth, a 3
dB reduction would occur in received signal level when the bird is 0.55
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ouired to make Palapa's multi-channels of multi-language television
'saleable' in the Indian Ocean. For those who are located further

towards lndonesia (antenna pattern charts on file for A2 would indi-

cate that Sir Lanka is at best in a 23 dBw contour area), things get

better and quite raPidlY.
Strong reception trom the Indian INSAT 1 B bird is present all of the

time. Thijhappens to be a satellite which has the capacity to provide

useful service over a considerable area of the sub-continent and

ajoining regions of Southeast Asia plus the Middle East' What is

missing here is 'programming content'; for other than sports program-

ming w"hich has uniiersal appeal, Indian television is not known for its
'entertainment value.'

The three Intelsat birds located have a myriad of practical prob-

lems for the would-be provider of home terminals in the region'
1) They typically elect to use their Global beam pattern antenna' 

contiguiatiori; at best, this is a 22 dBw region signal on the
grouid; clearly not sufficient tor a 16 foot antenna. (A hemi-
ipheric beam with signal levels as high as 26 dBw may be used
on occasion but this is unpredictable.)

2) The feeds on Intelsat (at least those over the Indian Ocean)
are, at the moment, not dependable' They may follow a time-

of-day tormat, but will in those cases consist primarily ol news

or an occasional sports feature' The forthcoming Los Angeles
Olympics aside, the programming is not dependable'

3) Some feeds may elect tosend the audio program service on a

transoonder ditlerent from the video transponder. The video is

almost always 1/2 transponder format which means the re-

ceiver, to gei maximum picture quality' will need to be switch-
able from ihe normal full transponder bandwidth (typically 22-

25 MHz) to a narrower bandwidth (as low as 12, as much as 15

MHz). AVCOM, Intersat and others offer such receivers'
The Russian Gorlzont birds, as well as the Raduga series bird,

actually otfer a very high quality of television. Their signals are strong'

and th'e programming lor an area where very little (or no) regular

ARTHUR C. CLARKE'S GHORIZONT 5 AT 53'E
FROM COLOMBO SRI LANKA
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Cerlified Performonce qt 2"

Toke
your

choice!

When 2'spocing becomes o reolity in o fewyeors, wholwould you rolher lell
fhis yeor's cusfomers...

"l'm sorry thot your reception is so poor. Bul, "Good thing we went with o Chonnel Moster
there's nothing I con do obout it. Your dish just dish bock in 'ga. your picture is os good fodoy
con't hondle 2o spocing.', os the doy we insfolled your dish.,,

Built fo perform! Builf lo lost!
Precise SMC molding plus mochine-ol ign-
ed ond dri l led bolt holes produce o more
occurote porobolic shope for better re-
ception-ond gives you o 4 petol . j ish
thot's foster to ossemblel

The bock of our SMC
dish shows how
unique it reolly is.
Support ribs ore
molded in right from
the siort. No need for
extro bolt-on supports
or oversized bock
fromes here!

m
The hondsome scrotch
ond mor-resistont
textured surfoce of
our SMC dish diffuses
reflective heot thot
Con domoge the
feed ossembly.

thannel Mastef

Every 10 ft. ond 12 ft. system sold by Chonnel
Moster deolers comes with written certificotion
thot itwill deliver the some fine receotion under
2o spocing thot ii does todoy, (8 ft, system
certificotion is conditionol on cross-oolorizo-
tion of odjocent soteltites.)

Deolers give this written guorontee to their
customers becouse we give it to them. you'll
give the some guorontee to your customers
when you use Chonnel Moster dishes.

lf you wont to know how our engineers con let
us moke this kind of guorontee ond why mony
other dish suppliers con't, or shouldn't, send us

::'_:"_':::1"1'lT::::::T:l"i:'j:
Phyll is Fisher
Chonnel Mosier Division of Avnet, Inc.
CSD484, Ellenville, New York 12428 (914) 647-SO0O

Tell me more obout CM 2" Certificotion
(Attoch business cord. if oppropriote)

BUSINESS

ADDRESS

PHONE (_ )

Pleose check one: o Consumer tr Deoler
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I
I

PIONEER MEMBER OFasFntrE
DIVISION OF AVNET. INC.
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ARTHUR C. CLARKE'S GHORIZONT 2 AT 90"E
FROM COLOMBO, SRI LANKA
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FIGURE 2

degrees away from the Clarke Orbit bore sight of the dish' This would
tiiisfate to isignal level in the 3 region on Clarke's scale of 0-5' A
iurtnei reOuctl6n of 3 additlonal dB would translate to a reading in
the 1 + region, and an ofl boresight wandeling in the region oJ 0'7
Ogiees (a iotal'excursion of perhips plus/minus more than 0'7 de-

!iees). btarXe finds signal level variation of close to 6 dB' indicating
inat tne bird, while apparently never falling totally out of the beam'
does go down by appioxlmat'ety 6 dB in the worst (observed) case'- - -iiiure 

fwo sho*s the sate sort of display for Gorizont 2 at 90' E'
Note ihat from Clarke's vantage point, there is an almost inverse
reiationship with the Gorizont 2 pattern in figure 91e, lhe peak recep-
tion period, coinciding with the time when the bird is closest to the
eqr"iot;. Clarre Oroii gelt location, falls at!pposite.ends of the day'
reiching minimal signal levels in mid-day. Once again, the variations
found aie approaching 6 dB in CNR, indicating possible changes In
the equatorial position of typically t0.7 degrees. . ..

In'both figures one ahd two, the solid dots indicate separate
observations ln the same general time frame on ditfering days' In
illure tnree we separate out just a pair of days for closer study' The
aic of the average(s), shown in figures one an9 !Y9: indicates where
the mean OistriO-utibn of the individual dots would fall if you normalize
all of the individual readings and take 'an average'' We have selected'
in figure three, to take two days which while following the general

pattern nonetheless also indicate some 'slightly strange' sub-
patterns. The dates appear in circle form so you can see how the
observations fall forthe two chosen dates (22nd and 26th of January)'

Note that on the 26th the signal did not begin its 'fall otf' until quite
late in the day; approximately between 1230 and 1430 hours local
time. The mein thit off tor the full period begins between 0830 and
1030 local time. Also note that there was a pronounced rapid dip
followed by an earlier-than-normal recovery to stronger signal leve-ls'
In other wbrds, on the 26th, the bird's pattern seemed to have the
'inside' or'fast lane' track.

On the 22nd, the bird went through a'double dip,'falling off slightly
later than normal, dropping to a low around 1330, rising again around
1600, and then falling i second time around 1 630' When it tinally did
begin the steady asc6nt upward, it was later in the day than normal as
it oeaked.

Clarke found some indications that the Paraclipsqdisk;, which is
equipped with the 'teflon slab' block that allows you to optimize on
ciicular polarized signals, may have some'sidelobe pickup'on at least
one of the two dish Jides. Thii was something which we noted while in
Sri Lanka and if indeed this anomaly is occurring with the dish, it is
perhaps a result of the circular rotation slab's mounting inside of the
ieedh6rn mouth. Further tests, by Paraclipse, are underway to pin
down the exact cause of this problem.

TWO DIS.SIMILAR FLIGHT PATTERNS RECOROED
BY CLARKE ON GHORIZONT 2' 90'E
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PERFOWED
PERFECTION
NOW, A CLEARLY SUPERIOR SEE.THROUGH DISH
Moke the breok from mesh to o higher quolity see-
throuoh dish. Toke o look ot Winegord's perforoted
o[-rminum 1O-footer. There's nothing else like it on
the morket,

Winegord's new dish hos o shorp, cleon look. of
quolilr, ['s o new level of dish technology offering
oOuontoges other see-througi dishes con t deliver'
iit<e gs.sdo goin, F/D "Deep Dish" rotio of 0.283,
lightweight yet rugged construction, super-slmpte
oisem o iy, o hoO izeO protection, h i g h performo nce
ond o took of closs thot your customers will
oppreciote. Whot more could you osk fof

A TRUE PARABOLA
The ultimote gool in designing o sotellite dish is to
creote o reflector thot is o "true porobolo" -
providing "neor-perfect" eff iciency.

Winegord engineers hove developed the truest
ooroSolic dish of ony of the see-through cqtegory'
Eoch petol, rib ond outer ring is stretched-formed to
o porbbotic shope with specs so tight it took months
to perfect ihe Process.
Our exclusive extruded rib ond locking system hos
simplified ossembly, eliminoting the need for
hundreds of bolts, nuts, woshers ond fosteners' Every
time you ottoch o bolt, screw or fostener to o dish
you oOO onother stress point, distorting the shope'
Witn Winegord's extruded rib ond locking system, the
stress is unlform ocross ihe dish, mointoining its true
porobolic shoPe ond integritY.

WHY SPEND HOURS ASSEMBLING AN

oerforoted sotellite sYstems
thot include ontenno, Pedestol

or oost mount, bock-up structure, Polorotor l,
24-chonnel receiver, LNA, wire ond o choice of

motorized or non-motorized.

FOUR COMPTETE
,IO.FOOT SAIELLITE W

PACKAGES
Winegord offers

four complete '10-foot

LIGHMEIGHI BUT RIGID PERFORATED
ALUMINUM
Not only is the Winegord perforoted oluminum dish
liohtweiohi ond eosy to hondle, but it is extremely
rriooed,-duroble ond well constructed. You con
oc"tiolly see through the perforoted petols.which ore
Jonstrubteo of .040-gouge qnodized oluminum' The
extruded qluminum moin ribs, which provide the
bosic structurol support, ore 1f 8" thick. The locking
ribs ore .070" thick ond lock the perforoted
oluminum petols tightly in ploce. A double-wolled
outer rim piovides on oreo to insert tension sirops ot
oll joints fbr perfect olignment ond odditionol
strength.

Wind-looding copobilities ore outstonding with o
wind survivof rqte of 125 mph. And, becquse the
oeforotion eliminotes 36% of the surfoce oreo oncl
iG onodized surfoce is pre-etched, the dish reflects
very little heot into the feedhorn, keeping the noise
temperoture of the LNA down.

ANODIZING. . JHE ONIY IRUE WEAIHER
PROTECTION
Winegord revolutionized the outdoor ontenno
indusTry yeors ogo with the introduction of onodized
oluminum elements - now we bring this process to
the sotellite industry. The onodizing process octuolly
penetrotes the oluminum with o protective cooting
ihot resists rust ond conosion, virtuolly tripling the life
of the oluminum. lt's the only permonent protection
ogoinst odverse weother ond ideol for coostol (solt
sproy) oreos.

ANTENNA WHEN YOU CAN DO
II IN MINUIES?
Winegord's 1 O-foot Perforoted
dish is shipped in four
quorters, Totol weight is
onlv 92 pounds. lt's eosY
to hondle ond tronsport.
All thot's required for finished
ossembly is fostening the moin
ribs together with 16 stoinless
steel nuts & bolts; Plocing four
tension-strops into ihe outer rim;
ond securing with 8 screws. Just o
20 to 30 minute job for two People.

Winegord perforoted o new stondord of excellence.



SO PUT OUR LNA TO THE TEST
Try the Winegord SC-8101 on your next

instollotion ond compore it with ony other
100' LNA on the morket.

We guorontee you'l l be impressed

THE EXTRA EDGE!
WINEGARD'S NEW {OO' LOW NOISE AMPLIFIER

Four GoAsFEIs ore utilized in the stote-of-the-ort
circuitry designed to meet the rigorous requirements
ol 9O"L of oll home TVRO instollotions. Performqnce
ond reliobil i ty os good os the bestl Circuit is fully
protecled from reverse polority voltoge. surge
voltoge ond lightning.

Model SC-8101 combines extremely low noise figures
with low input ond output ond the goin slope/group
deloy chorocteristics vitol to TVRO performonce.
Eoch LNA is foctory-tested for noise figure, noise
temperoture ond goin, ond the test results ore
pocked with eoch unii. Goin figure exceeds 50dB.

Wrile for defoiled lilerofure.
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CANCOM, the Canadian carrier which is currently supplying 7
television signals in an Oak scrambled mode to Canadian CATV/
SMATV sysi'ems on ANIK D, will begin offering 'personal decoders'
this June. They are to be priced at $495 (Ganadian) and there will be a
monthly serviie charge of $24.95 for 7 or 8 signals. Included in the lull
I channel package ale ABC, CBS, NBC and PBS services from the
USA. Approximat-ely 500 of the new units per month will be available'
No distiibution sources have yet been announced, but all will be within
Canada.

LOSS of WESTAR 6 and Palapa B-2 regarded as 'worst space
catastrophe' in history of satellites. Both satellites suffered identical
failures during transfer from low earth orbit to elongated elliptical orbit
leading to Clirke-Orbit. Some discussion of trying to 'rescue' both
birds,;till close enough to earth (perigees in 170-190 mile range) lor
future Shuttle mission to grapple and retrieve, if mechanics can be
worked out.

INSURANCE coverage for both losses will come close to $200M'
driving up insurance rates by 1O% or more on future satellite launches'
Insurince underwriting until now has been quite evenly split between
US and European carriers; fewer US insurance carriers are likely to
participate in future.' 

WiSTAR 6 was to be heavily narrow-band (radio networking)
bird. WESTAR 7, schedule for fall of 1985 launch' may now be
'speeded up.' Seven was to occupy new orbit position while 6 was to
replace WESTAR 3.

PALAPA B was to handle major expansion of Indonesian PT&T
and ofler additional video and narrow band channels for non'
Indonesian customers. Palapa 2-A is now on station but is not in
routine video use at this time. Older Palapa 1A and B birds are of 12
channel (WESTAR 3) family and were being replaced with upgraded
24 channel birds which are very similar to WESTAR 4 and 5.

RCA has asked for permission to 'modify' July 1986 scheduled
SATCOM 6 to allow 6 of the 24 transponders to serve northern Africa
and Europe on C band from 67'west. SATCOM 6 has a potential for
'steerable' beam antenna system and it could use one of four six-
transponder banks for direct links into Africa-Europe for cuslomers
wishihg lo reach there from eastern half of USA. Signal levels would
be in a2-34 dBw region. A rocky road for approval is ahead since
SATCOM 6 would b-e in competition with Intelsat across Atlantic'

NETCOM INTERNATIONAL has leased three of the SATCOM 1 R
transponders for private video conferencing use as well as broadcast
and CATV use. As part of the deal, RCA will supply NETCOM with
nearly $500,000 in receive-only terminals to go to selected CATV and
broadcast customers of Netcom for F1R use.

INTELSAT, feeling threatened by applications to serve Europe
directly from North Am-erica via private (Orion, RCA, et al) satellites is
rearranging its public relations approach. Claiming they are 'not a
monopoly, but an international organization,' Intelsat is trying to show

SATELLITE DICEST

that U.S. benefits in many ways from present Intelsat system; includ-
ing fact that virtually all Intelsat satellite hardware to date has come
frim U.S. manufaiturers although US controls only approximately
25olo ol Intelsat'stock.' In related exposure, FCC Commissioner Henry
Riviera has told audience ". . . the policies which the US follows
domestically cannot simply be exported to the international are-
na . . .", cautioning that thb US'tree marketplace approach'does not
'fare well' in regio=ns of the world where trade and competition are
more directly government controlled'

FCC stuiylmeanwhile, indicates that after careful analysis' COM-
SAT's rate of ieturn (profit f rom earnings) in years 1979-80-81 and 82
bxceeded the returns authorized during the (last) rate hearings of
1978.'FCC had approved 11.48 to 12.48/" rate of return; actual
earnings varied f rom low of 1 6.84% (1979) to 21 '38/o (1980) over
Ow V"1, period. One of IntelsaVComsat arguments against allowing
,combetitibn' across Atlantic is that Intelsat would be 'financially hurt'
by competition.' 

USCI, the early-starter in the low/medium power DBS race is out
looking for at leasf$+ou in public funds; admits it may require $200M
total bifore 'turning corner' to financial profitability h 1987 projected
turn around. Stockharket analysts not very excited about new stock
otlering.- -CniUY 

ONE? Has it been 'over-sold' as 'answer'to C band
direct (CBD) DBS proposed by HBO? Claims made by many, includ-
ing Teb Tumer personally, that four foot dishes would produce high
quality signals from Galaxy now in question. Several suspect that
HBO's original plans to launch CBD/DBS as early as this fall may be
seriously set back by perhaps year, or more. Now underway; inten'
sive national study to determine iust how effective 4 to 6 foot region
dishes are with G1 signals.

1985 US Federal budget shows $43M Increase In runolng lor
Voice of America'television and film service,' largest single increase
in communications area. Plans to upgrade VOA overseas television
service, via Advanced Westar bird(s) still alive although there are
presenily technical problems. Also in budget is $1 '7M item to create
lEuronet" global satellite network to link U.S' embassies around world
together into system for worldwide news conferences'" 

antnsx uittsRr Project all but shut down tor now' Construction
on controversial high power satellite(s) has stopped and talks be-
tween two primary liritibh programming candidates have been tabled'
1986-7 launch dite now'seems impossible; proiect may be aban-
doned totally.

FRANCE has been accused ol planning international satellite
system, including selling transponder time to non-French concerns on
nLw Teiecom (Fiench) satellites, to cross over Atlantic' France denies
the stories and says ihat Telcom 1A, still scheduled tor launch this
May to 10' W slot fiust beyond present Gorizont slot) is too far east to
be iroperly 

'seen'in eastbrn USA. Not quite true-; Intelsat at 1' W is
seen very'nicely from eastern USA and AFRTS service to Indian
Ocean and Europe is canied on 1 west bird. Telecom I B will launch to
7'W early in 1985.

JAMAICA and MPAA have settled. JBC, government run televi-
sion service, has been lifting US programs, in particular movies, oft of
US domestic satellites for nearly two years. MPAA wanted Jamaica to
stop and to pay'royalties' for past use of US programs. Jamaica said
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'no,'they'might pay for future use' but would not pay forpast use slnce

it occurred piior'toiamaica and US entering into copyJight proteclion

agreement. Jamaica won; country now paying for US movies 'litted'

fr6m satellite. But will not pay for past movies'- 
WOf-O plans to shift ali Westar 4, TR19 traftic (ABC, et al) to T1

nirO aisO tni npril 2nd. Transponder assigned is 5, opposite polarity of

current ABC teeds found on iR10' CBS scheduled to move to T1 from

D3 before summer.
SLIGHT move; Telstar 2, scheduled for launch in August, will now

be at 86'W rather than original 88.5 W slot. SBS 4 will also be moved'

to 91 W rather than 89 W originally scheduled''- -FIRST 
launch of a US satellite, SPACENET l, scheduled for May

on European/French Ariane rocket from South American launch site'

JAPAN and US have re-negotiated agreement lor sharing of

telecommunication research anl development' Previously, R&D

done by Japanese Nippon Telegraph & Telephone.was kept within

J"pan inO surfaced only in .lapanese.telecommunication products

soid worldwide. Still being discussed; Japanese purchase of one or

more US built 4 or 12 GHz satellites.
AS BELL broke up into separate operating entities, at least one of

the new corporations (Southwestern Bell)  used .satel l i te inter-

connection to stage a two-day 'party.' With 57 receiving sites equip-

ped with temporiry downlinks and more than 60'000 employees

iarticipating, 5w g-ett used the break-up as an excuse for an educa-

t ional forum.
LATEST schedule for Ariane lists first of ARABsat satellites for

November launch this Year.
AMERICAN Hospital Supply Corp. is latest lirm to become an

authorized masterdistributor lor Scientific-Atlanta TVRO hardware'

The firm will distribute 4.6 meter S-A terminals and the first 60 are

going to a hospital conglomerate headquartered in lrving, Texas'
-- 

tfrfglslf, reactind to competition, now says it will offer 2 foot

terminals for t i GHz ,el6ctronic mail service' via Intelsat v satellites to

customers located within spot beams of latest generation ol birds'

ifrey catf them 'micro-terminals' and they will be configured t9-p9'I

tnroirgn a (glass) window at satellite to south and cost under $2'500

iUSl 6a.n.'package includes 2 foot dish and 12 GHz receiver; does

not include accessory equipment for receiving data and displaying

same locally. That's extra.
SINCLAIR Research, the same folks who built home compulers

for under $100, and first 2" black and white pocket-sized TV receiver'

claims they are capable of building 12 GHz terminal (antenna' down
converter, demodrj lator and re-modulator) for 'under $175 US '  Firm
produces products which export from U.K into a worldwide electron-
ics markei where very little U.K. produced hardware survives'
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U.S. Department of Commerce creating task lorce within Interna-
tional Trade Administration to'push US satellite hardware'; both satel-

lites and receive/transmit terminals. Goal is to educate worldwide
market to abilities of US firms in this field, hoping to win greater export
levels tor US satellite communications equipment.

SKYBAND, the Rupert Murdoch company formed to launch early

low or medium power DBS for North America, has settled with Satellite
Business Systems for.lumping out of long term contract for five SBS

transpondeis. Skyband called it quits last fall, before really starting'

and penalty is reported $12.7M to SBS for canceling contract for

transponders.
U'S fOnCgS in Germany reportedly now have access to AFRTS

feeds from 1 W. The 24 hour per day feed service is now being

received on an S-A 11 meter terminal in West Germany, then trans-

oorted to various US installations in country via terrestrial microwave'

b-A terminal was installed by German PTT which is under contract to

supply service to US bases.' 
iglgslf Canada has reached agreement to allow 9 US firms to

routinely transit programs and satellite material into Canada Under

the agr-eement, Canadian downlinks will be authorized to directly
accesi transmissions rather than taking services down on US side'

transporting across border on terrestrial microwave, and then back up

on ANIK satellites.
WPIX, New York City independent station widely carried via ter-

restrial microwave to more than 400 cable systems in northeast, will

come up on a Westar 5 transponder 24 hours P9l day qn llay-Lsl
Carrier is United Video, which also supplies WGN on F3R's TR3'

WPIX is similarly programmed to WGN and pair of stations 'share'

same corporate owneiship. Primary difference is New York City sport-

ing evenis (Yankee baseball ,  etc') '  WPIX'1191'ors' the INN news-

cists canied by WGN and others. Choice of Westar 5 bird puzzles

many since useof that satellite for cable services is rapidly diminishing
to nothing. WPIX may not be there long; opting for a berth on G1
probably although other possibilities exist'' 

TESTS conducted by Microwave Specialty-Corporation on 4'5
foot Quadalite (lnc.) 'plastic injection molded' TVRO dish revealed

some surorises.'MSC measured gains of 34'25,34 and 34 75 dB at

3.7, 3.95 ind 4.2 GHz. Tests run at 1 2 GHz showed the antenna had a

beamwidth of 1.25" with sidelobes better than 20 dB down and an

average 'gain' of 43 dB. At 3,7 GHz, the 4.5 foot dish had a 3 dB
patteri tnit was approximately 1.8 degrees. wide (elther side of

center) and a t 2 dB bown pattern that averaged 4 degrees either side

of center. Gain was impressive; mainlobe pattern, lunction of dish

size, indicates that when pointed at F3R, for example, signals from D4
(-3;) and G1 (+31 would be down no more than 9 5 dB'
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INDUSTRY
AT LARGE

C O R R E S P O N D E N C E ,  N O T E S ,
REBUTTALS AND

C H A R G E S  .  .  .

CSD provides this induslry Forum wilh the understanding that oprnrons

thoughts and 'facts'published are lrom the writers: no l iabil i ty for statements

exte;ds to lhe publishers. Address letlers to CSD Industry. P O Box 100858'

Ft. Lauderdale. FL 33310

FINDING SCPC
After reading an article in CSD and Coop's Operations Manual'

and tuning the numerous SCPC channels from the various satellites' I
thought that all I needed was to hook a piece of coaxial cable from the
video terminal on my TVRO receiver (KLM SKY Eye lV) to the antenna
terminal on my communications receiver (ICOM R-70) and the net
result would be an abundance of SCPC channels' I have tuned from
1 00 kHz to 8 MHz on many transponders that are supposed to have
SCPC channels on them, but have received nothing but some tele-

ohone conversations on COMSTAR lV. ltuned specitically to Westar
lll, transponder 2 (3) to pick up feeds of the Louisiana State University
Basketball games. By following the procedure listed in Coop's Opera-
tions Manual, I do not understand why I cannot find these radio feeds. I
have a 13 foot ADM dish and a 1 1 0 degree LNA. I would appreciate
some help!

Pete Coleman, Jr.
C'D. Coleman Oil  Co. '  lnc'
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P.O. Drawer 128
Newberry, SC 29108

Your procedure is OK: but the equipment is not' As the cur-
r"ni irta"[n rs) issue of CSD/2, 9!9 ]!te February issue of CJR
poini out, we have two types of 'SCPC' (single channel per canier)
radio transmissions now on the birds. Some years ag, virtually
"il of th""" feeds were done using SSB (single sideband) mod-
ulaiion techniques. However, SSB through this system is very
ru"h ft"qr"ndy limited; you can get a so-so.voice grade audio
ctrinnet tnrougir but not much else. A second technique, using
ietativety nart6w band (60 kHz wide) FM called -FM/SCPC has
evolved. On Westar 3, transponders 1 (1)and 2 (3) you will fin^d
rnultipre FM services; so too on Westar 4, transponders 1 and 3'
"to,ig-oth"i.. Anout the only maior- use-rs of the SSB/SCPC
"pp-toi"ft "nytore are the telephone circuils-you found on COM-
Siin, Ho,n, io receive these (hundreds o0 FM/SCPC signals' you

n""O t "p""i"l FM receiver which tunes your receiver's lF (55-85
fvf fiitypii"f fyl. Hero Communications (2470w ' Bth Av , Hialeah' Fl
s5oldf tl;,;ntly introduce a new 'consumer version' of their
commercial Ftti/SCPC receiver at Las Vegas' We expect others to
ioltow shortly. As long as the supply lasts, anyone-who wants to
learn more about thisian write for a free copy of CJR lor February
f gea at CSD, P.O. Box '100858, Fort Lauderdale, Fl' 33310'

JUST IN CASE
Needless to say I have been following your series ol articles

evaluating antenna ieeds with keen interest. Although we don't have
ine adveriising and promotion clout ol the BIG boys, we, nevertheless'
always strive io provide a consistently high quality product at a fair and
comfietitive price. I trust your final article, which will include an objec-
tiue'comparison of the feeds tested' will bear this out' ln (hopeful)
inticioatibn of an overall favorable evaluation of the Polatron lllleed' I
have placed an insertion orderfor some additional advertising to run in
the March 1984 issue ot CSD!- 

t inow I speak lor all of the OLD TIMERS in the TVRO industry in
thanking you for the consistent high quality of journalism we have
i"irn"O"td.ount on in CSD. lt truly deserves its reputation as the Bible
of our industry.

Dennis Vander ZYI
President
lnternational Satellite Video Corp'
P.O. Box 5685
Orange, Ca. 92667

The March issue coniained our wrap-up segment on antenna
feeds tested by CSD this past fall' The Polatron lll unit did' indeed'
rate highly and we would have no reservations about recom'
t"nAin-g ii 1as *e did in March)' The company provides a vlable
oroduct-which offers users an 'equivalent option' to getting
involveO in the nasty'feed wars' now engulfing two of the maior
feed suppliers.

CNN lN Melbourne
Just a short note to advise that 'AFRTS Pacific' is alive and well

down under on Intelsat lV-A F4'reserve' at 179 degrees east The

signal appears to be hemispheric, at about 24 dBw in Melbourne The

a,iOio is at O.g NlHz but very heavily deviated at around 750 kHz'

Programming is primarily CNN news and ABC sports; I love watching
'Daybreak' at 10 PM in the evenings!

Peter Duddy
16 TiffanY Court
Montrose 3765, Victoria
Australia

CNN is now being carried as a regular service inside of Japan

as well as by JCT (Ja-pan Cable Television) and is re-distributed ofi

of Intelsat loing to Australia (etc.) via terrestrial microwave to

many cablJ hea.=dends in the Tokyo area.- O-ur Sri Lanka travel
group witnessed some of this in test form in November while we

ierqin Tokyo. A 24 dBw signal is workable-with a.good quality

16/20 foot r6gion dish and as long as AFRTS remains unscram-

bled, this witf be a shot in the armthroughout the South Pacific'

The extra-wide deviation (certainly more than the 250 kHz standard)

employed by AFRTS on Intelsat circuits is strange at best;some'
ttring t-trosein Africa, Europe and the Middle East are also com-
plaiiing about. Receiver manufacturers take note; you need to

be oolito capture these extra wide deviations in some parts of

the world!

LESS/ Not More'Freedom'
I believe you are mistaken in your comments regarding 'possible

greater freedom for Aussat' in GSD ior January 1984' The original
iharter for Aussat called tot 49k public ownership. The present

Australian Labor government recently voted to rescind this decision
with the result being that Aussat is now 100o/o government owned' As

the enclosed article 'Clipping The Wings Of Aussat' shows' the gov-

ernment's latest move is to also prohibit any commercial, direct broad-
casts, from the satellite system.

Once again it would seem that the newspaper/television syndi-
cates, who are well represented on the board of Aussat, have
thwarted any development of commercial television distribution within
Australia, as they have previously done in blocking cable television' I

hooe that the enclosed comments are of some use and if anyone
would like further information, do not hesitate to write' As a ex-

lrustrated Australian cable television concern, lthinkwe can comment
as accurately as any.

Victor M. RhYs-Wil l iams
Marketing Engineer
Bu i ld ing  12
ACC Dhahran North
Saudi Arabia

The fuss over who would control Aussat, and how it would be
used, has indeed been frustrating to follow. The material pro-
vided indicates that no private ownership of the satellite operator'
Aussat Pty., Ltd., will be allowed, and, direct commercial broad-
casts through Aussat will not be allowed' The real problem in
Australia is the strangle-hold position of the all-powerful Austra-
lian Telecommunications Employees Association. This 'labor un-
ion' virtually runs all Australian communications and when the
union saw ihat a privately operated satellite system might provide
alternate methods of communications which could operate out'
side ol their control, they started to get support for a change in
Aussat. The losers here are lree enterprise, and, those Austra'
lians who live outside of the metropolitan regions where terrest'
rial TV transmitters offer a diversity of entertainment and in'
formation. With the Aussat changes, only the national (ABC)
network will get on satellite and the opportunity for HBOMTBS/
CNN type services developing within Australia is now someplace
between not good and nil. PitY.

COLLECTOR'S ltem?
Congratulations on producing a 'Collector's ltem' CSD for Janu-

ary. I mirvel at your ability to remember the slightest detail and to
recount each experience in an informative, interesting and frequently
hilarious manner. You really did an outstanding job covering the Sri
Lanka operation and I feel sure Arthur C. Clarke is both happy and
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orouo.
One thing does concern me. Just what did you do with the'other'

3,OO0,OOO people in Hong Kong? Their families want them back!
Seriously, the colony does have about 6,000,000 people although no
one knows if they have ever all been counted. The building boom is
delinitely winding down. The best indications are the architectural
firms that are closing like mad and the remaining ones are reducing
their statfs to skeleton levels. That is the type of thing that will dry up
new construction starts in a hurry. The present construction (you saw)
went through the architect planning stages 3 or 4 years ago.

Your "Roots" series has been of interest. They brought back
memories of the early TV days when I spent endless days and nights
lecturing coasfto-coast on one-night stands to prospective dealers
and distiibutors about how and why they should get into the television
business. The banes of my existence in those days were'the freeze,'
the CBS color system and the UHF fiasco, I marvel, now, that lsaw it
so clearly during the heat of battle. Through thousands of miles and in
and out of countless hotels I lugged a miniature version ol the CBS
color 'wheel, 'and later a monstrous factory-bui l t  UHF tuner. And then
there followed the'two' CB systems with the first one quietly dying in
the 50's, and the second one roaring ahead to almost self destruction
in the 70s. And now the fascination and uncertainty of TVRO and DBS:
what a fascinating industry!

John W. Lane
Uniden CorPoration
4-7-4 Onitaka
lchikawa City
Chiba Pref.,  272-01
JaPan

Lane's involvement in the full televlslon cycle, from the early
days of tiny 7 inch black and whlte recelvers put out by tlrms
sulh as Hailicrafters and Telecraft to the present ls unlque; he is
among the very few who can lay clalm to havlng begl tlt9l9'
actlvely participatlng, as the whole scenario has unfolded. We
tried to'sneak'the extra 3,000,000 Hong Kong resldents backto
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Provo with us thinking that maybe our local population (1'800)
might get a shot in the arm if we'dumped' 3,000,000 hard worklng
Orientals into the pot. We reasoned that Provo is almost exactly
the same size, land area, as Hong Kong and what we needed to
get Provo moving was some more people. We'l l  keep you
advised of progress.

OAK SCRAMBLING
When I attended the Las Vegas satellite convention in March of

1983, it was too early to discuss questions that now plague me. Those
questions relate to the scrambling techniques used by the Oak people
with their Orion system. I have spent many of my own evening hours
using my electronic knowledge as a technician trying to decode their
signal, but until now I have been unsuccessful in doing so. I read your
article in the March 1983 issue of CSD, 'Conversation With lke Blon-
der,' and while that was very informative, it did not help me crack the
Orion code.

My interest is purely personal and I am not out to go into the
business of selling Orion descramblers to others. I would appreciate
having more information on this system; possibly a schematic dia-
gram. Any cost would be reimbursed to anyone that can help.

Roman Paskowski
1779 Senwood Place
Victoria, B.C.
V8N 5E2
Canada

Not here. Our posture on scrambllng devlces has been con'
sistent; we favor scrambllng provlded (that should be PRO-
VIDED) the flrms scrambllng are willing to offer their servlces to
private, home termlnal owners at reasonable rates. Oak supplles
equlpment to the Canadlan CANCOM servlce as well as to ON-TV
over on D4. This is an analog vldeo and dlgltal audio scrambllng
servlce and those who have the required talent have not found
the vldeo that dlftlcult to descramble. But, the audio ls dlgltallzed
whlch In ltself is not bad news; excePt that the'scrambling code'
can (and is) changed several times per hour. That means that if

XL1OA - THE ROOF MOUNT
LIGHTWEIGHT CHAMP!

Microsat's versatile 3 meter screen antenna is at home on
the roof or on the ground, and its l ight weight makes it easy
to install. The reflector and mount weigh iust 80 lbs. each,
and assembles in under 3 hours' lt comes complete with a
Polarotor 1 feed and a remote control for antenna positlon
and feed polarization. XL10A will remotely scan all the
domestic satell i tes quickly and accurately, with higher G/N
ratios than many larger antennas.

THE MICROSAT ADVANTAGE
. No Cement Work
. No Cable Burlal r. Loweet lnslallatlon Cost

. Helps Clear Obstructlons

So why not let Microsat's experience with roof mount
antennas get you off the ground.

Now available with
optional push button
programmable control.
Featuring programmable
skew compensation and
linear antenna Position
display.

Micro$tt
Route4T,Washington Depot,connecticut 06794 203/8680503
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through Rx.
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ingrcdicnnve call LI)LL, the Linear-l)hase
Lock-l.oop (lircuit. In thc past, LpLL has
br:en firund onlv in comntcrciul electnrnics.
lJut lto\t: LI,LL is the kev in pnrvitling
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lrri l l irrntlv lrr,dtlrr l l ictrtn,. rroist, rentission
anrl inrprovct[ threshold perfirrnrance.
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plovidcs nrarinrunr signal strength.
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etuminution, call us lotla.y ut
(800).128 7733. In Minnesottt,
( 2t8 ) 681-i6t6.

UNITED
SATELLITE
SYSTEMS

St. l l i la ire.Minnesota 56754



you somehow got the'key'(code) for one instant in time' it might
6e years ueforl that same key code was again transmitted' In
between, there would be millions and millions of other key codes
used for the audio. CANCOM is now accepting orders for private
(home TVRO) descramblers. They recently orde-red 5'000 of these
new (Personal Decoders) from Oak Satellite Systems and they
expect to start dastribution ot the units this June. The user price
wiit Ue $+gS.ss (Canadian dollars) and the monthly service fee will
be $24.95 (also banadian). This will entitle you to $ving your dlsh
to CANCOM's service on ANIK D where you will find seven TV
channels in the scrambled mode; including CBS, NBC and PBS
from Detroit. An eighth (ABC) channel will be added later In 1984'
The new 'personal decoder' units are fully addressable, which
means thai GANCOM can encrypt any channel or combination of
channels or 'cut off'those who fall behlnd in their monthly pay-
ments. The next step will be for someone, in Canada, to set up an
'agency' to subscribe to the service and take delivery of the
pe-rson-al decoder units lor people who live outside of Canada'
bnncOu is not licensed to serve US viewers, for example' but
many ol the decoders are bound to find their way 'south" CSD
will lie happy to list for promotional purposes any firm or indi-
viOual wh6 

-s6ts 
up to do this since we anticipate a llvely buslne-ss

in this area and sbe no reason to keep the Ganadian sources for
this equipment 'secret.' And, In fact, we'll sign up lor ihe 'first' unit
ourselves!

NOT Happy
I would like to touch on a subject that is possibly near and dear to

many a dealer's and distributor's hearts and headaches. That subject
is reliability and quality control. How many times have new or even
experienced dealers hooked up a new system only to find when they
turned on the new 'superior' LNA or receiver, it did not function or
some control did not work?

Maybe the 'state-of-the-art' motor drive would blow fuses or not
remember exactly where it was supposed to stop. I know of a couple
that broke into oieces!Or how aboutthe dish that looks great in the ads
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but comes to your door with parts missing or parts that refuse to fit
properly. Then there is the one about the 'popular' antenna that
boriren6w did not retain its parabolic curve when it was installed' Oh
yes, and for those dealers who are in northern climes, let's not forget
ibout those freeze ups that the manufacturer'forgot'to warn you his
equipment was subject to! Of course there is the infamous one about
the instruction manual forgefting to advise you what the correct focal
length is for the dish, and where those 'extra bolts' should have gone'
And last but hardly least, there is the manufacturer who claims his
product is good and his design works; no matter how many times
you have to return it for rePalrs!- 

| realize that some of these 'happenings' could be due to inexperi-
ence on the dealers part. Or it could possibly be because the customer
was in a hurry when he decided to assemble the system himself; after
all, anyone can install a TVRO system. Right! And of course there is no
such tiring as equipment failure, and this is all an exaggeralion? Don't
you believe it!

I don't doubt for one moment that there is, has been or will be an
unscrupulous dealer out to make a fast buck in this business and
swindle some end consumer with bad equipment' And so, wise is
'Coop' to repeatedly issue the stern warning "Let The Buyer Be-
ware!".

Butwhy is it in this young, vigorous and exciting industry the dealer
has to be so cautious of his distributors and manutacturers that he
relies upon? Are they so conlident of their products that they don't or
will not acknowledge their own shortcomings? Are these watchdog
type publishers so worried about losing a paying customer or en-
dangering their public relations, that the maior topics covered are only
emphasizing the positives of a component's features in detail? Or are
the dealer support organizations only good for collecting your mem-
bershio dues?

I tor one would like to see this industry grow to meet Dr. Meek's
future predictions. lt would be great to know that the dealer or consum-
er could buy a product and KNOW that it will work. After all, it has been
five years now - we are not iust hobbiests anymore. The consum'
ers that we want to attract expect a system to be reliable and work
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properly. lf our systems all had the reliability and quality which they

iOierti6e, our sales potential could be met easier and our industry

could grow even faster. We would certainly be taken more seriously by

the pe.-ople and institutions that we would like to help' and acknow-

ledge our existence.
j am not a dealer that is out to 'get even'with an OEM or distributor;

that's why I am not 'naming names' of those responsible for the 'junk'

that still exists in the marketplace. But, I would like to see those
people, organizations, and so on that have the ability to make positive

bnanges in our industry's quality control to begin to police those

manuifacturers who sell inferior equipment to unsuspecting dealers'
After the 4 years of changes which I have seen, I believe we have the

ootential to achieve the credibility we must have.
I don't need AlcoaiNEC to tell 'me' what DBS is - we've been

doing it for five years. But, if we don't take care ol our own house'

som6one else might do it lor us' Soon, U.S. manutacturers will be

competing againsithe very equipment they are.now importing' Fore-

ign firms ipplrentty know what'Quality Control' means' Ask Coop or

duy Davis f iom Uniden about the possible danger of competition from

foreign markets. They have the vision to see it coming!
T-hose who believe the recent STTI/SPACE confrontations are the

'biggest problems'we can expect should wake.up. ll the manulactur-

erJiurrently in our industry would correct their own (product) pro.b-

lems and some sort of consumer awareness program were to begin,

we might all be able to stay in business. We created the TVRO
indust-ry; shouldn't we now take the steps necessary to see that we

stay in business?

Roger Sellers
TWS Electronics, Inc.
P.O. Box 250
Roscoe,  11 .61083

In our April 1983 issue of CSD, we published a 'Survey Ques-

tionnaire' in'which we asked dealers and others to comment on

the specilic equipment which they had been experiencing prob-

lems'with. We pirUtistreO the results of this survey in an early

summer issue of CSD. One full year has now gone by' and the

time has come to repeat the process' We lost a considerable
amount of advertising when we ran the last survey simply be-

cause the survey results did not please all ol the manufacturers
(you can do an inleresting comparison of who did poorly on the survev
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in 1983, and the tirms that do not advertise in CSD)' Our May issue
will revisit the subiect and provide a 1984 opportunity for a new
look at the subiect'

BUSINESS Ethics
On December 2oth I sent a Bank Cashier's Check to XXX for eight

antennas. The total amount was $1990. On December 26th I talked
with one ol the owners of the company on the telephone and explained
tnat i wished to cancel the order. l'asked, and he agreed, that the
checX woulO be returned, uncashed. The check had not anived yet'
according to the co-owner.

On D6cember 30th the check was endorsed and deposited by the
co-owner of the company. For a full week after December 30th, I was
totdon the telephone that the check had not been received' Inow
have figured ouithat they told me that so I would not'stop payme-nt on
theche"ckonth isend. Ihadmybankercontact thei rbankerandf ina| |y
on January 26th they sent me a check for the refund' Unfortunately'
the check had not been signed. So we called the supplier and then his
bank, again. "Send the check through, it will be.honored" we were
told. W;did, and it was not. lt came back marked 'insufficient funds '

Since that time we have been promised, daily, a new check' We have
"fso ionti.t"O SPACE and many other groups asking for their help'
ihat apparently did not help us as I was then told that | "would have to
wait a idng time for my money" because "you. hayg.ca.used us a lot of
iiouor" *iif' tn" indusiry." The sad part of itis that I like the product' it is
iairty priceO and I likeihe people. But ldo want my money back!

Thomas Arkfeld
Tom Arkfeld TV Co.
16233 Camelback
Victorville, Ca.92392

CSD deleted the name ol the supplier since we have only one
side of the story at this point' lt does illustrate how diflicult it may
ue ioOo busin6ss in ttie TVRO world when one or more of your
iuootiers is located hall way across the country in Texas' lt also
oolfti up that even when you send out a Cashier's Check' as
lequeste'd, it is possible to'siop payment'on such a check at your
iod"rGn("" long as the check has not come back to your bank'
When you find yourself canceling an ord-er, ?19 you have no
exoerience with ihe supplier in getting a refund, it is best to take
eviiy possiUte step to irisure thit you don't end up, like Arkfeld'
'fighting to get your money returned.
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HOW TO START A WAR In Korea
Back on January 23rd the Japanese lifted into Clarke Orbit a new

satellite. They called it BS-2A before it launched and after it was

successf ully in position it was nicknamed Yuri for lilly. Actually it is Lilly

2-A since it'follows in the footprints of a 1978 launched experimental
satellite (BSE) which was first called Yuri. As satellites go, this one is a
'little fella' but the Japanese are rightfully proud nonetheless' lt was

totally designed and built in Japan, and they even-launched it them-

selves lrori Tanegasima lsland' After the recent failure of a pair ot

satellites which th6 Shuttle was supposed to launch (Westar Vl and

Palapa 82) the no-hitch flight of BS-2A seemed even more im-
presslve.

Barely bigger than a tiny dish, the whole satellite measures slightly
more thah 4ieet on one side and slightly less than 4 feet on the other

side. lt weighs in at 350 kilograms and on board are a pair of 100 watt

output TWi powered 12 GHz TV channel relays. The system will

begin regulai service around the lirst of May and through it many

Jaianes6 homes (as well as many on the slightly distant island of

Okinawa) will have access to their first high quality television' Japan

has lots of television (six channels otf-air in most locations) but being a

montainous country, there are pockets of perhaps 2,000,000 homes

or so, total, where direct TV is either poor or non-exiStent'
In addition to supplying these 2M homes with their first high

quality television, Yuri 2-A will also provide Japanese OEMs with a
pair oi real world DBS type satellite signals which they can use for test

and marketing purposes. There is a race on 'to supply J-qqary-s9

designed andJapanese manufactured TVRO terminals; 12 GHz DBS

terminals to be precise, to those 2M homes' In typical Japanese

fashion, Yuri is the best of all worlds; it provides signals for real world

testing, it provides a market tor the development of real world installa-

tions,ind it may even provide the Japanese OEMs with an opportun-
ity to make a buck or two. Nothing fuels technolngical progress like a

few bucks left over on the bottom line atter all of the expenses have

been paid.
Now we all know, because we have been told it is so, that 12 GHz

'beams' are much tighter than 4 GHz beams; that if you can receive 4

GHz beams from Westar 5 or Satcom F3R way down in the Carib-

bean, or way out in the Pacific, a12GHz satellite would not allow any

such'spi l l  over'ot signal. l t  is the nature, we are told'  of 12 GHz

antennas and beam pltterns that 'spill over' does not occur' At least

not unexpected sPill over.
Which brings us to Korea. You may remember Kora; they are

just north of Japan and'M.A.S.H'' spent nearly 15 years there trying t0

iigure out how to finish off a conllict that really lasted about three
y6ars. Korea is very upset about that 350 kilogram package called
Yuri.  Terr ibly uPset.

Even before Yuri was lofted into orbit, there was a senes or

editorials appearing in Korean newspapers. Those editorials claimed
that Japan was'bacX to its old ways,' substituting 'cultural imperialsm'
for 'armed imperialism.' lf your history is pretty decent, you may recall

that in centuries past Japan's rulers did indeed run a little rough shod

over Korea. On more than one occasion' The Koreans remember'
Boy, do they remember! . .  . .

At least some of the powers in Korea see 'Yuri' as an aggressive
machine; the work ol a Japan planning to renew an ancient aggres-

sion against Korea. They have figured out that Yuri's signal(s) will be

capabie of being received over say 50o/o of South Korea with nothing
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more soohisticated than a 1.2 meter dish and a modest electronics
package. Knowledge that Japanese television, via Yuri, was just a few
months away, sent many high-up officials in Korea into a panic.
Among their early reactions, we had:

1) An ofticial government statement decrying the Japanese
sate l l i te  and c la iming  tha t  under  in te rna t iona l  law the
Japanese were supposed to formally advise Korea of the satel-
lite's "spill-over coverage" prior to the launch (something the
Japanese did not do).

2) In Seoul, Vice Minister of Communications Oh Myung claimed
that the Republic ot Korea will 'ban' the importation ol TV
satellite reception parts which might be used to pick up Yuri
2-4.

3) In several South Korean cities, civic groups have launched
"Don't Watch Japanese TV" campaigns. There are bumper
stickers, messages on local radio . . . posters and banners
proclaiming the Justness of the cause.

Meanwile, down in Tokyo, some engineering type was quoted in
the local newspapers as saying'NHK will be happy to assist Koreans
who need technical help in receiving Yuri 2-A transmissions.' You can
imagine how that one went over inside of Korea!

I have never seen Korean television. I am told that it cannot
compare with Japanese television. I am told that the Japanese televi-
sion 'habit' of giving massive parts of the weekend over to Samurai
Wrestling matches will find countless millions glued to their TV sets in
(South) Korea.

Now iust for the record, the 1988 Olympic games wil l  be held in
South Korea. And also just for the record, there is a push underway to
get a (South) Korean domestic satellite put together and launched
prior to that event. The Koreans obviously figure they can make some
bucks by forcing all of or some of the gigantic Olympic games cover-
age out ol their country on their own domestic satellite. But that is
1988; Yuri is now.

Also, just for the record, we today have several very competent
manfuacturers of TVRO hardware in Korea. They lall into two categor-
ies; Korean firms who are marketing here directly (the largest of these
recently hit 4,000 TVRO receivers per month being imported into
North America) and firms such as Sat-Tec who recently began bring-
ing back f rom Korea their own TVRO receivers built on Korean assem-
bly lines to Sat-Tec specifications. I would have to assign the total
market share for Korean produced products to at least the 15-20%
region, right now, today. That could go upwards very fast in 1984' or' it
could tumble down to nothing once again.

lf we have that much 4 GHz technology'turned on' in Korea, we
already have a very substantial 'microwave lechnology base' in place
within Korea. Can you imagine the difficulty facing one Oh Myung as
he has his cadre of customs people going through parts shipment after
parts shipment coming into Korea, trying to separate out the 4 GHz
parts from the 12 GHz parts? Obviously his call for a banning of
'microwave parts imports' is nice rhetoric but just a touch impractical.

So here is my fearless forecast. After the political clamor has
died down, somebody in Korea will point out that they can probably
create, manufaclure and sell, iust inside of Korea, 10,000'000 or
more Yuri terminals. That spells more jobs, more bucks in the eco-
nomy, and more technical expertise to equip the Koreans for higher
level comoetition down the road in the 12 GHz markets that are
coming. And so the political rhetoric will be forgotten, and somebody
will figure out a substantial (but manageable) 'tax' to be attached to
every Yuri terminal sold within Korea, and the money will go into one or
another government slush fund. Everyone will be happy about this
but the Japanese, who will awaken one day and discover that the
Koreans, with less expensive labor and less concern about quality'
are competing with them in the 12 GHz world marketplace with pro-
ducts that end up costing perhaps 60% of what the high quality
Japanese products cost. And it will all trace back to the launch, in late
January of 1984, of Yuri-2A and the insatiable Korean appetite for
Sunday afternoon Samurai Wrestling.

GRABBING The BULL By The Horns
Roger Sellers, a dealer in lllinois, writes in this month's Cones-
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pondence section about qual i ty control,  or the lack thereof ;  and what
that does to the dealer who is trying to make a buck sel l ing TVROs.
Sellers suggests that unless manufacturers take greatei pains to
insure that the equipment they ship works as i t  is subposed to work,
the American market may be lost to import products produced in areas
of the world where quali ty control means something more than a
rubber stamp that says 'QC' on it.

Another reader sends along a one sided, single sheet computer
generated mailer that headlines:"Attention Manufacturers: The Time Has Come Today! ' , .
This sheet is pushing a new publication to be cal led ,Home Sitelt i te
TV Consumeis Report 'and the sheet makes the claim that the rapid
growth of our industry has resulted in a flood of products onto the
market. l t  concludes that "the consumer needs a report and guide to
be able to make a valid choice of what he/she wants or qets for the
dollar spent."

The concept is lhat manufacturers wil l  provide equipment to the
producers of this report and they will test the products. They will also
wrate up the products for their publ icat ion. The sheet notes ,,This
review is str ickly (sic) for the consumer, not the technician . .  . , ' .

The sheet makes lhe claim that ".  .  .  over 90% of the manufactur-
ers contacted to date were not only pleased to send their products for
test ing and review, they also sent addit ional funding to assure the
success of this long overdue publication."

Product test ing is hardly a new concept. Consumer Reports has
been test ing hundreds of products per year for decades. Mechanix
l l lustrated, Popular Science and many other well  known publica-
t ions routinely test products. Many of the aulomotive trade publica-
lions test products as do many of the consumer oriented stereo and
hi-f i  publ icat ions. CSD began test ing products and writ ing about them
some four years ago. I have long regretted that there is no logistical
way to test every product on the market every year or so. There is
certainly a need for this kind oi testing.

One of the t irst things one should consider is the quali f icat ion of
those doing the test ing. I  searched the sheet looking for some name I
would recognize but found none. There were vague references lo"engineers, technicians and consumers" doing the test ing but nothing
specific. A recognized authority, such as Clyde Washburn, would
have caught my eye. Alas, there was none.

The next thing one should consider are the motives of those
doing the testing. Getting accurate data into the hands of the consum-
er seems l ike a noble goal. Two l ines caught my attention, however."Those manufactures (sic) wishing not to part icipate wil l  be

l isted in this publ icat ion so the consumer is aware of which
manufacturers were not willing to have their product tested for
t h i s r e v i e w . . . " .
And then lhere was:"Products sent become the sole property of Studio A Testing

Labs . .  ." .
That's an interesting ploy. First you threaten the manufacturer with

a'blackl ist '  (  .  .  .  " those wishing NOT to part icipate wil l  be l isted . .  . ' , )
and then you retain al l  of the equipment donated to Vou.

- When CSD tests equipment, we offer the manulacturerthe option
of bringing i t  down himself and then taking i t  back out himself after the
tests are completed. That gets the manufacturer a ,private' review, our
own analysis of what is right and wrong with the product. Or, we offer
to keep it down here, make our comments and then re-visit it every few
months at least for test purposes if not in print to see how it is holding
up. We found out early that some gear works fine the first week, 90%
fine the second week, B0% fine the third week and so on. In a lew
months i t  is trash. Manufacturers know we WILL revisit  their gear {rom
time to t ime, and many are more concerned what wil l  happen in t ime
than they are with what happens when the unit is new, out of the box.

lcan imagine the reaction of an OEM gett ing this letter from these
guys. The threat of being black listed for not seniling equipment is not
even hidden. That's a great tact to take when you are brand new in the
game.

After getting through a firm's qualifications and motives, vou next
need to consider how they intend to handle your product. ls this a
Consumer Reports type of project? Apparentlfnot since CR goes into
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the open market and purchases products with their own money,
usually well down the distribution line from the OEM. We did the same
thing with leeds this past fall and we recently completed buying one
or twb each of all of the major modulators on the market tor a hard look
at modulators in a future issue of CSD. When you separate yourself
from the OEM, totally, you stand a befter chance of being in the dealer
or consumer shoes since you get rro special treatment that way. And
that makes good sense.

But another line bothered me in this sheet.
"Make additional support checks payable to: Studlo A. . .".
Additional support for what? Here are a bunch of guys trying to

write a book, which they undoubtedly will sell for money if they ever get
it into print. Their research material consists of 'donated equipment'
whichi'. . . become(s)thesolepropertyof StudioATesting Labs . . .".
lf their book fails, they can have a huge garage sale for slightly used
TVRO gear.  So why do they need " .  .  .  addi t ional  support
checks. . ."?

There is only one obvious answer. They are asking the manufac-
turers to 'buy them off'; to send equipment plus money. The equip-
ment will insure the manufacturer does not get on the 'black list' of
non-suppliers. The money . . . well, who says you can't buy a'good
review' when you grease the hands of the writer?

I am certain very few OEMs fell for this ploy. I'd like to think the
letter is a badly conceived joke and that somebody with a great sense
of humor such as Dave McOlaskey will jump out from behind a dish
waving a big 'SURPRISE - The Joke's On You' sign before this one
gets too far down the road. Alas I'm afraid these people are lor real,
inat they mean everything their badly constructed and poorly spelled
full page computer generated letter said. We have been preaching
'Caveat Emptor'for years; Buyer Beware. I wish my Latin was good
enough to issue a new warning; 'Seller Beware.'

ONE FOR THE BOOKS
Going through several ragged cartons which made the trip from

Oklahoma to the Turks and Caicos lslands with me in 1980' I hap-
pened upon a set of photographs taken during the first industry trade
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show; held in Oklahoma by yours truly in August of 1979. As I mused
through the collection (not properly stored, and withlhe semi-tropical
heat ind moisture now largely one large 'glob' of Kodak paper) |
remembered that there was more than the simple beginnings of an
industry at that first show. There was exciting new technology which
the world had never previously seen.

My mind wandered to Pat and Andy Hatfield, carefully scheduling
Andyb annual vacation leave from his full time employment (he work-
ed for a major computer firm) so that the now well known duo could
appear in Oftanoma City with serial number one of their AVCOM
receiver line. My heart skipped a beat as I found a photo of Tay
Howard and myself standing before the entrance way to the South
Oklahoma City-Junior College where this industry's show tradition
began. On the wall was a metal plaque with some engraved words;
soirething about'Maythe Spirit Of The Pioneers Never Dle" Taylor
had found that plaque and dragged me to it so we could be photo-
graphed with the appropo wording. I also recalled the patience of
Robert Coleman from South Carolina as he sat for hours and hours in
Oklahoma City carefully teaching people how to build down conver-
ters or even LNAs!

Then I happened across a photograph that really said it all. Pro-
vided you knew what the photo meant. There he was; John KInlk.
With a 3/8' hand drill grasped in his right hand, John was standing
inside of a 1 2 foot dish drilling away. Not very many people realize who
John Kinik was, and, what his contribution to our industry was. I think it
may be time to set the record straight.

kinik, a Canadian, had come to California in the late 70's. He was
fresh out of the Canadian Tele-Sat program and had played an
engineering part in the early development of the initial ANIK series
birds. In California, he landed a job with a malor producer of satellite
equipment, and satellites; Philco-Ford. John's role was not key at P-F'
but he was one of those rare individuals who understood how the
system worked so he was able to keep people higher up than he from
making foolish mistakes in public.

lflist met John late ln the Spring of 1979' lwas visiting with H.
Paul Shuch, another pioneer in the business (Shuch designed the





first ICM satellite TVRO receiver), in his San Jose home and Kinik
came by. Shuch was testing a new type of dish antenna. lt was
constructed trom a 'kit' and he had proto'type kit number one' Kinik
had designed the kit and by pooling all of his limited resources he had
made numerous trips back and Jorth to the local hardware stores
gradually buying up all of the Reynolds aluminum channel in stock in
ihe county. i'm-sure Reynolds' sales execs are still looking at lhis
'aberration' in their sales curve that occurred in the spring of 1979' in
the southern end of the San Francisco Bay Area, wondering how to
duplicate it again. Hundreds ol people who needed just a single length
of 3/4 inch aiuminum channel probably had to wait weeks or months
lor the supply line to re-fill. Kinik started a one-man run on Reynolds
materials.

I was lascinated with the antenna. Mind you' if you wanted an
antenna in those days, you had two choices:

1) You went to some military/electronics surplus yard and you
spent a day climbing over, through and under piles of junk

looking for some discarded dish which only had minor holes in
it, or dents and dings or blemishes. lt usually cost you over

$500 and it you found one larger than ten feet in size, you were
wildly excited even to the point of forgelting that this one-piece
soun aluminum bird bath could not be legally hauled on the
highway!

Z) You went to Anixter-Mark of S/A or somebody in the big buck
antenna biz and you laid down upwards $5'000 for a reflector'
You paid extra for the mount and if you wanted a feed and some
way to support the feed, well, add another grand.

Here, ln Shuch's backyard was a 12 foot dish that John Kinik
claimed you could 'build in a weekend.' He bought all of the materials,
provided detailed blueprints, and he cut all of the pieces lor you. There
was one thing he did not do; dri l l  the holes.

Kinik wasbne of those guys who insisted on close lolerances and
great structural strength. I guess he had spent so many years wanoer-
ing about Canadian Arctic sites seeing twenty loot snow drifts piled on
top of dish antennas that he just naturally felt the dish had to be built
like the Golden Gate bridge to survive. ll you will look closely at the
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photo (pg. 73), you will notice that each of the rib support struts rs
re-enforced about every 6 inches with a perpendicular member.
Whenever and wherever two pieces of aluminum joined together, in a
rib, in the hub, around the outer rim, Kinik had you drill a hole. Or two
holes or four holes, and insert, by hand, a sheet metal screw or a bolt
and nut.

"One weekend,'ay?" we asked John. He assured me that two
people, dedicated to what they were doing, with a plentiful supply of
brew on hand, could do it. We'd see.

The price was right; just $995 ior a 12 footer. And that included a
simplistic Az-El mounting system and the support struts for the feed.

ihings looked bright for John Kinik; he had a special technology
that nobody else had, at tl'e time, and he was obviously willing to
sacrifice himself to get into business. He decided he would ship a 12
foot version of the antenna (a 15 footer would also be offered) to
Oklahoma for the industry's first trade show.

There were other antennas there, also, of course. Jim Vines had
the first of his Paraframe models on hand; Stormy Weathers (l kid you
not; that is his namel) brought a junior (12 foot) version of his USTC 20
loot CATV system, and then to be 'cute,' he threw together a screen
mesh version as well. That was, to the best of my knowledge, the first
commercial screen mesh antenna offered to the industry None were
ever sold although Taylor Howard had been using a screen mesh 15
footer at his Califbrnia home since 1 976 or so and in the years to follow
the 'taboo' against screen mesh would evaporate.

Kinik paid more than a grand to ship his antenna to Oklahoma as
'excess baggage.' He got in a hurry, worried it would not make it as air
freight, and f inal ly bit  the bul let.  When i t  arr ived, hundreds, no -

thousands of small pre-cut aluminum parts (and some not yet pre-cut)
tumbled lrom the cartons. The show's antenna display yard was on
the second story all concrete roof of a building. You walked from the
main meeting area foyer past the small 8 booth exhibit area through
some glass doors where there were the half dozen or so antennas on
display. Kinik began his assembly just to the right of the doorway as
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CSD-2, via airmail. U.S. funds enclosed.
- $75 ENCLOSEDIoj 24 issues per year of CSD/CSD-2 starting with May 1984

issue. Send via AlRmail to my U.S. zip-coded address.
- $65 ENCLOSED for.24 issuesper yeai of CSD/CSD-2 starting wirh May 1984

issue. send csD (1)via AlRmail] iut send csD-2 via surfaie maitso tcan
save $10 ayear.

a_ ORDER by tetephone; cail 305/721-0505
Ut{ between 9 AM and 4 pM weekdays (eastern time)

and use your VISA / Mastercharge Card!
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The

HOME SATELLITE TERMINAL TEXTBOOK

EVERyTHING you will ever need to know about the home satellite TVRO system. During the first two years of CSD'

every topic from antenna measurements to LNA design was covered extensively. There are dozens of features on

,ecelve1- design, LNA installation and selection procedures, dozens more on how the satellite system operates, and how

it  fai ls.  l t 's al l  here in the new two-column CSD ANTHOLOGY now avai lable for immediate shipment!

TRACE the beginnings of the home TVRO industry, from the first Taylor Howard and Robert Coleman receiver designs

through today's ultra-modern, sophisticated consumer products. The complex text of the original Arthur C. Clarke
,Wireless World' article, written in 1945 (!) describing how geo-stationary satellites would be designed and function.

Follow the development of programming permission battles, the start-up of SPACE, and see how one David Barker article

in the June 1980 CSD changed for all time the mass production of TVRO receivers!

FROM sun noise outage to a look at the first private terminal receiver product ever offered for sale (1978!); from the f irst

experiments by pioneer Oliver Swan leading up to the development of the Spherical antenna design, to the sleek'

sophisticated motor driven spaceage terminals of today. Everything that ever happened in this young, dynamic industry

worth reporting is covered in detail and depth in this 1,O00 (plus) page 'Textbook'!

Nowyou have the ful l f  i rst two years of CSD, atextbookof thewhole industryon your bookshelf .  Yearone (12 issues)

is bound together with a 16 page foreword by'Coop' in CSD ANTHOLOGY/ONE. Year two (the second 12 issues) is

bound togelher as GSD ANTHOLOGY/TWO. Within the United States, either year for $60 or both years for the

combination price of $1 OO. Outside the USA, either year for $75, or both years together for $1 25 (US funds only)' Put the

industny's number one textbook, CSD, on your bookshelf today with this special collector's series of Anthologies.

ON Ly 1 ,OOO SETS of this two year dual-volume Anthology were printed. lf you think finding back copies of the monthly

CSD is a difficult chore, wait and see how hard it is to pry somebody loose from their CSD ANTHOLOGY after the
present supply runs out! To Order your copy or copies, turn page over and use order form there!
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COOP/ continued from page 68

you went outside.
The set-up day came, and went..Kinik was still laying out pieces,

hundreds of pieces, all over the concrete veranda. Day one of the
show came . . . and went. Kinik, by now working in the terribly hot
August sun usually stripped down to his leans, had virtually no top
layer skin left on either hand. He left a trail of sweat and blood as he
stumbled around the aluminum jungle gym he was bui lding. Several
people felt sorry for him and pitched in to help. While others were
inside with the air conditioning watching through the tinled glass
windows, Kinik, the machine, kept dri l l ing holes and popping bolts;
stopping every so often to pull out another hacksaw blade and re-
dress some piece which had been improperly fashioned in his Califor-
nia garage.

Day two came, and went, By now the major structural assembly
was completed. And by now perhaps 100 of those attending had
volunteered f rom a few minutes to a few hours of their time to helo the
tireless John with his project. Side bets were now starting; would John
finish his antenna, and would there be pictures, beforelhe end of the
third (and f inal) day of the 'seminar'?

Bruised, numb, bone-weary and largely dehydrated by the sun-
shine, Kinik arose on the last day of the show determined he would
have pictures before the show broke up in the middle of the afternoon.
Ahead of him was the massive job of gett ing the dish ,skinned'with the
aluminum panels. Alot of aluminum panels. They had to be tr immed,
and fitted, and drilled, and attached. Now largely alone, he had out-
lasted the volunteer help and with the dogged determination of a man
possessed, he dug in tor the fourth and final day of antenna assembly.

Although the show would close up at 3 pM, John Kinik was
determined to have the antenna linally assembled by 12 noon. He
made it, with just minutes to spare. As he finished, it became
apparent that building your own antenna was no simple task. That
drilling more than 7,000 holes required several hand drills, fingers that
had six or more extra, sheddable layers of skin to take the bruises,
palms coated with asbestos and the will of iron. Not to speak of
perhaps a gross of 1/8th inch hardened steel bits!

I cannot remember who it was, attending the show, who bought the
antenna at the show. I suspect it was somebody from Arkansas. I do
remember one unforgettable line that passed back and forth between
John Kinik and the buyer, however.

"Will you deliver it?" asked the buyer. Kinik said ,no.'
'lcan you take it apart so I can haul it home in my pick-up

truck?" the buyer asked. Kinik just smiled. You can picture the smile
on his face without knowing the man. Here as a guy asking him to take
apart what he had just spent 4 days putting together!"OK," said the buyer, "tell you what lam prepared to do. lf you
give me $100, I am prepared to get this thing off the school's
property before they condemn it and take lt themselves!".

John Kinik. He paid the price to be a pioneer in our industry. The
fingers healed. The feeling finally returned to his arms and shoulders.
After a few months, the burns from the sun even cleared uo without
skin grafts! But his employer, Philco-Ford, well, they simply did not
understand.

As a 'reward,' Kinik was called on the carpet when he finally
returned home to California. He was asked to explain how he, a'professional in the satellite engineering field,'could be involved in this'pirate television'thing. He was given a choice; give up bui lding and
selling home TVRO antennas, from his garage, or, give up his job.

Maybe now you can see why if you have joined this industry since
1980 or so, you have never heard lhe name of John Kinik. you can
figure out on your own what his decision was, in the late summer ot
1979. Those bruised fingers and hands probably played a part in that
decision.

I would like to think that John Kinik will not be forgotten,
however. Here was a man who dared to look everv other ahtenna
manufacturer in the world in the face and say "l know I can do it for
less money, as good as or better, than you do it." Here was a man,
a quiet man trom Canada, who figured out several creative, new ways
to make aluminum go together as no man before him had ever done.
Kinik antennas may not be a household word, but you will see some of
John Kinik's pioneering in every Paraclipse or Hastings or Hero or

JOHN KINIK with hand drill on the final day of assembly for his 12
toot dish at the industry's tirst (STT/SPTS) gathering.

Continental (etc.) dish you see in this field today.
Someday l'll tell you the story of the man who created the term'sparklie.' His name was Cliff Schrock and he, like John Kinik, was a

pioneer who got so many of us started beJore we even knew wnere we
were going.

NO MORE Bad Language
Being wrong doesn't bother me; I am wrong every day about

something. Being used? That bothers me. I have been used, and I am
bothered.

As you might suspect, I thought long and hard about the ,Com-
ments' appearing in the March issue of CSD, relating to the SpACE/
STTI battles. I did something I have never done previously with ANy of
my 'Comments.' After writing it, I showed it to a close industry friend
who iust happened to be on Provo for a few days of quiet vacation at
the time.

"That will blow the lid off," he suggested, atter reading it
through. I suggested that was not my intent. I had written what he read,
and what you read several weeks later, because I could see no other
way to resolve the disputes but to bring ALL of the arguments and
sides out into the ooen.

"There is too large a burden here," said l, "for a dozen or so of
us to carry alone." I was referring to those on the Board of Directors,
and just off the Board, who were involved in trying to weigh the various
allegations and charges and counter-charges. "l feel it is dishonest, or
at least a disservice, for so few of us to be faced with this information
and to try to rech the right decision. I'm not sure we are that capable."

I think the one thing that really bothered me, at the time, was that I
had been hearing the various charges and claims you read in print in
the March CSD since at least the Orlando show. And that several
powerful people within SPACE had also been hearing them, and yet
to the time I wrote my 'Comments,' nobody had taken any lirm steps
to really determine whal was true, what was false, and who was trying
to gore whose oxen. I knew only that the industry's leaders could not
continue to ignore these charges if we expected SpACE to survive. I
have aspecial interest in seeing SPACE continue; lstarted it in August
of 1979 and insisted that it stay alive and healthy when the industry
next gathered in February and July of 1980. I didn't keep it alive alone,
but had I given up early, there would be no SPACE today. Nobody
likes to see a child die, nor have a favorite plant wither on the vine.

Just days before the March CSD went into the mails, far too late for
me to 'rip up the issue and start over,' the SPACE Executive Commit-
tee met in San Francisco. There, five men, honest and true, waded
through reams of paperwork detailing all of the allegations against
Counsel Brown. They foun{ no .evidence that Brown had unduly
profited from SPACE, that Brown was'in conflict'with any SPACE
activity.They did find that his otfice may have been sloppy in handling
such atfairs as maintaining a currenl corporate Charter, but on ba-
lance, weighing that kind of omission against the truly outstanding
legal work Brown has done for the industry since August of 1 979, they
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could not find any valid reason to dismiss the man, nor to ask for his
resignation. I must accept their findings since I have no reason to
doubt their honesty nor their convictions.

Out of all of this has come the resolve to waste no time in
ltestablishing a clear and separate General Manager's post for
9.Pn9E; a post which perhaps will have been filled as you read this.
The SPACE Board, all of the SPACE Board (myself inctuded) has
been remiss by not acting on this June 1983 proposal more quickly.
Perhaps we might have avoided some of what happened this past fall
and winter had we been more prompt in doing this.

The Erecutive Committee, with special wisdom that comes to
men under intense pressure, decided late in February that having
heard and weighed the evidence, having decided that acase agains'i
Brown was not clear cut, the industry should move ahead with itJplans
to turn SPACE into a broadly based, multi-talent trade associatjon. A
new office, separate from Brown and Finn, staffed with a profesisonal
staff including a new VP and General Manager has top priority. And
this makes excellent sense il for no other reason than we have far
more work to do than the limited resources of Brown and Finn can
conlinue to handle.

Betore there was an Executive Committee meeting, there was an
announced Board meeting, to be held in Washington. After the
Executive Committee meeting, it was decided that the-Board meeting
could wait until the recently completed Vegas show; there was no
need to.convene a 'special' meeting of the Bdard prior io Vegas. I was
relieved since if the special meeting of the Board had been necessary,
that would have indicated to me that the Executive Committee hai,
indeed, found serious problems with Brown.
.. Wl3lit ghgad is a period of rebuilding, on a strengthened founda_
tion. SPACE,.I am happy to report, has never been-stronger, never
more focused on the duties ahead, and never more resolved to see
that the industry trade association stay together as a much needed,
cohesive unit.

. What we iust went through was probably a very necessary pan
oJ maturity. Like puberty, it was a painful experience and ai any
teenager knows, the wounds left behind by puberty do not heal
quickly. We have exceilent teadership in piaie, ptu3 ttre wiil and
determination to mature wiser for the experience. SpACE is not
perfect, today. But it is far better today than it was yesterday and it will
be..b€tter yet tomorrow. The time has come for all of the industry to
solidly support the SpACE 'effort'since as never before SpACE d6es
indeed represent our hopes and abilities to cope with the future. I plan
to do my part and I trust that you will as weil.

TURN AROUND In Canada

, , lt always happens; I say sgmething nice about somebody and they
blow it. In this case, it is the Canadianpeople who attempt to regulat6
satellite television reception. I reported in the March issue of CS-O tnat
at the first Canadian show held in Vancouver early in February there
was a trio of 'federal people' on the stage debating, in a panel, where
uanaclian regulation of satellite reception was headed. lalso reported
that this particular trio seemed to have their heads screwed on proper_
lyand lsaw'great things'coming outof that publicsession. Woe is me.
I was wrong.

Whilethese guys were debating, their,leader,' Francis Fox, was
crawling around behind the bushes planning an ambush on the satel-
lite wagon train. Here is what happened. 

-

The Canadian Federal Government lost a court case late last year;
CSD carried a learned analysis by Barrister Mark Lewis on the farirous'Wjllipeg Holiday Inn Case' in our January issue. That court case
saidthat under existing Canadian law, a hotel or motel or aparlment or
whatever could intercept and display American satellite signals. pro_
vided.

Provided there was no sur-charge for the satellite reception. lt
wasorhadto besimplypartof the roomdeal; like abarof soaporfresh
towels. This was not the Candian Supreme Court ruling in this case,
but it was only one step below.

There is a phrase in the present law which says .broadcasting
receiving.undertaking.' That phrase is supposed tb define what typE
of system lS under Canadian regulatory rule, and what type of sysiem
is not. The court found that the Winnipeg Holiday Inn,s SliriATVsystem
was not a 'broadcasting 

receiving undertaking,and thus it, like others



that made no charge for satellite TV reception, were not subiect to
Canadian communications law. Absent any law or regulation, they
were free to intercept HBO or anything they wished for display inside
the motel (hotel, apartments).

So along comes Communications Minister Fox with a new bill to
revise the old bill. Fox would change the wording of the old bill to'more
properly define' what a 'broadcasting receiving undertaking' is. He
says he wants to shut down SMATV and MATV systems that are now
abie to operate outside of the regulatory law' lf the SMATV or MATV
firm is carrying signals which the local cable company cannot carry'
that will be sutficient to shut them down. In other words, Canadian
cable can't carry U.S. satellite signals so Canadian SMATV can't
either.

The newly proposed bill totally overlooks the obvious; Cana-
dian cable is getting a bad deal already. They are prevenled from
carrying, on cable, what individual home TVROs can tune in freely.
The'regulahns do this because there is this terrible fear in Canada
that if Canadians walch anything but Canadian television, they will go
blind, sterile, or develop Aids or something worse. To protect the
Canadians from an outbreak of infectious disease, all Amerlcan
televlslon programming is scheduled to come otf of services such
as CBC; soon. ihe Canaiians will watch Canadian created television'
and like it, or else!!!

Actually, this is probably the best thing Fox could do to spur the
sale of home TVROs in Canada. Even Fox has recognized that
private, home TVROs are beyond federal policing and he has backed
down and down and down from his orlglnal posltion that private
systems could not watch American television. lf he continues to strip
American television off of virtually all of the Canadian national ser-
vices, there will be millions of people who are standing in line to buy
TVROs in Canada. Take away their tea, take away their hockey' but
don't you dare mess with 'The A Team'!

X RATED Televlsion
One of the definitions of X rated movies that was considered for

some years was that if a movie had 'no redeeming social value' it

SATELLITE DICEST

would be considered pornographic. X does not necessarily mean
pornographic, of course, but when the movie folks were trying to get a
irandle on the ratings system, just about everything that might have
some impact on the ratings system got tossed into the ring.

lam iold that with limited exception none of the present television
fare we see on satellite is'X Rated.' I don't havu a Blue Max de-
scrambler (and do not want one, so please don't send me one!) and I
cannot speak for its content. I certainly would consider some of the
'Miss Jones' films pornographic if I ever sat on a jury faced with that
decision. "Deep Throat" I'd have to think about, a long, 'deep" time'

What brings this to mind is a project we have been working on
down here in the Turks and Caicos for about six months. When it
became apparent to me that CJR was going to have to be re-named (it
came out as CSD/2 in the middle of March, and will continue to come
out as the middle of the month version of GSD from this point forward),
I did some reassessment of editorial content in CSD and what would
eventually become CSD/2. I went back and forced myself to at least
speed-reid every issue of GSD to date (that took me.two weeks), and
I bug through thoirsands and thbusands of letters which readers have
writt-en ovei the nearly five year span we have been publishing CSD' I
learned, or re-learned, a great deal.

I have wanted to do a better job, technically, with the 'eastern sky'
satellites for more than a vear. When you drive up to our place in Gr.ace^-Aii,'iou 

instantly stirt c6unting dish antennas. it presently stops at 1 2
ani that seems iike a fair place to quit, for now. Then you notice that
they all seem to face the same way; towards the southwest. One
fel6w asked me if the 'trade winds' blew them all that way. Some of our
trees down here do lean towards the southwest or west since the trade
winds come from the east.

So back late In January | hired, fulltime, a young man who has
been helping us out on weekends with WIV'TV and WIV-FM. His
name is uarihalt Folles and Marshall and wife Sherrl have been on
Provo almost precisely as long as the Coopers' Marshall was first
employed in the building trades here, then he spent a couple of years
being inief mechanic for the local auto parts shop and garage. Along
aboJt that time I got him interested in putting together antennas and in
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the winler ot 1983 he and this .old man' single handedly stacked andbuilt the presenr monster wrV tower wtrictriiies-nigfter above provo
than any piece of rear estate. After we spent teni of hours rashedtogether nearly 300 hundred feet above tlie ocean bolting on anten-nas and 1 12 inch coaxial lines, we had a certain feeling of tiust for oneanother.

_ The day Marshall started I handed him a 12 page typewritten listof things I wanted done. By Saturday. fortunatdiy,"t Oicin,t tell him Imeant Saturday one year hence so h-e immediateiy started breaking
every record in the book putting together dishes, tiking down rustedantennas, putting up sparkling new.antennas, running c6ax, building anew lab and what have you. At the end ot the firs't month he hldseverar new dishes instailed, he had our wlV-FM station actuallytaking. in enough money to pay the electricity bill (his wile Sherri hai
l{illil1gg]gp.ftight radio-time and commeiciat creator person), andne nao a I echnicar Lab' buirt into one end of what was at one time thenation's first television studio. He calls that ,Lab, area ,home, and heworks there for a part of each dav.

He has several CSD and CSD/I projects going in there right now. Ihave promised him that I won't spill the 6e"njrnti ne is reaO-y so we,ttwait another month or two to see what he has up his sleeve forreaders. lt's good.

, pne 9t t[t early projects was to get us operationat, on a routine
31lil;]", rh9.'_E"srern Sky.'That meant gerting at teast a palr of dishes
$,1'f gyllh lhe proper etectronics so I or he or you, if you happenedDy, couto turn on a receiver and with no hassie tund in Russia orFrance or Argentina or what have you from out of thelntelsaVGorizont
family otf there over the far eastern Atrantic. we've haJ severar dishes
lllly_"1l'99 gast'for quire awhite, bur rhey atwaysieem to end uprocKeo on some mundane domestic satellite for one reason oranother; il was clear to me that il we were going to ,ortin"ly monitorthe European/African/Asian/South America-n st;ff, we,d haie to de_dicate dishes and receivers to that purpose.

Which brings me back to ,X Rated Television.'
- _ | happen to love the difference one can 'see'when you switch fromNTSC (color) to PAL (color) or to SECAM 1coto4. twisti others had theopportunity to see all three operating siOe Oy'siOe as I do here. Sowhen we got the eastern sky systemr-unning titarteJ'hanging aroundMarshall's Lab ptaying witn the JVC n4oOjl numOe, fff,f-f +pSN tri-sranoards monitor hooked to one of the eastern sky dishes. First toIntelsat and dial up a feed originating in the UK. 6reat pAL color.Complete with their infamous iflicker'-which every trarOened NTSC
::l:lgtlg"9lqtelv n9l1c:9.(jt evenruaily soes a*ay as your eyesaojusr). Inen diat up a SECAM transmission, typicallyfound on Gbri_zont but on occasion on Intelsat as well. areainiifing. twas doing thisfor the upteenth time one evening after Marshall leii jnO was piying
no attenlion to the content of the screen whatsover. I assure you tfrit ii
Dossible.

_ _ Tl"n I took two steps back and looked again. Two totally nudepeople on the screen. They were not playiig Canasra.
. ldid what any reasonable healthy m;lebeison wouto do. Even afemale person would have done the same thing since thLre was one ofeach sex on the 'tube' in .front of me. I ga-wteA. After sixty longseconds of gawking, I reached over toturn-up the audio. They wer6speaking, panting aclually, in German. t traO never hlird a Germanraoy pant before. Fascinating.

It turned out I was watching a ,teleplay' originating on the EastGerman DDR-1 network. On G6rizont. f'f<ni,w, oi naO fieard, that theGermans were more liberal concerning sex thin most Americans. I
*.]1?1[:Flry_".. not the proper word-. This was not some ,ptayboy
rype cna.nnet mind you;this was the national East German network,
.',Y-o^111p:9ple, panting and breathing hard and murmuring some_rnrng aDout the wind and the rah_and rolling all over a tiny room-. A verycolorful, tiny room. Love that SECAM coior.
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PROMAR
Paraclipse 9' Dish

and Mount $770.

$945.

(F.O B. TAMPA)

Paraclipse 12' Dish
and Mount

(F.O.B. TAMPA)

Full System Engineering,
9' to 20' for Offshore

Installations.

8131876.7677
TELEX|S2-825
r-800-237-2903
1-800-282-7713

PROMAR, INC.
4912 W. LaSalle St.
Tampa, FL 33607

Naturally ldecided rshourd check up on the'sECAM coror'iontentmore often. lt took me no longer than a week to figure out that Gorizontregularly closes down their long television day.b-y uplinking DDR-.I or
??l;,?lllyi:iqn. I even.fisured out which dayi tfiey have ,teteptays., I
T:lg_yl",g g1t which days they have other stuff, such as a regutareventng's ttve concert from a beer hall someplace in East Germ-anv.

COOP/ continues page 80

70MHz l.F. Filters
#41019 Terrestrial
Interference Filter

This dual notch f  i l ter t raps out '10MHz 
offset inter_

ference and cleans up unwatchable transponders

#41022 Threshotd
Extension Filter

Perfect for Smal l  Dish Systems to
snarp ly  reduce weak s igna l  spark l ies

#47015 Intelsat
% Transponder Filter

This f i l ter al lows recept ion from the lntelsat
Birds with standard bandwidth receivers

P.O. Box 15082 . phoenix, AZ g5060
31 11 E. Thomas Rd. . p6ss11x, Arizona g5016

(602) ss6_7042
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rUpon Approved Credit
*r*Cuslomer Can Change Mode of Payment Wilhout penahy
'"$40.fi) Deductible - See Srmple Wrrranty
fif i l l luslralion: A Typical $25fi).f i) System wilh 3 Yerl Warrrnty -$65.S0 per Month
rrr*Simply Dial tf i)-932-DISH lnsaantly Starts the Credit Approval process

t - - - -

SAIEILITE FINANGIAT
PTANNING GORP||RATI||]I|
1000 Century Plaza, Suire 320
10630 Little Patuxent Parkwav
Columbia, Maryland 21044

NOW FORTHE FIRST
TIMEYOU CAN

ADYERTISING
100ulo BANKRATE
FINANCING,I PTUSALL

GUARANTEEDFOR
THREE YEARS.**

Telephone(

SATE-LLITE FINANCIAL PLANNING CORPORATION
1000 Century Plaza, Suite 320
10630 Little Patuxent Parkway
Columbia, Maryland 21 044

Please send me information regarding financing and extended limited warranty
for the home TVRO user.

oNo Down Payment
oNo Collateral Needed
.Vp To 6 Years and Longer Repayment Period
o Flexible Payments:r {< *
r LOw MOnthly Payments{<*{< *
oNo CompliciteO Paperwork** {<*{<
.All Current TVRO Equipment
Covered Under The Warranty Program

PARTS &IABOR

*RATE AS OF OCTOBER 5. I983

Zip Code
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COOP/ continued from Page77

That one threw me when I first tuned in since all of the songs were in
flawless English.

"Hey, that's not Gorizont; they are singing in English," ex-
claimed Marshall, who by now was staying 'late at work' most nights.
"Where are the skin flicks, anyhow???". I assured him they would
follow. "English on Russian television?". I assured him it was a
universal language. He reminded me that 'sex was universal' also.
Two points for Marshall.

In all honesty, the East German 'teleplays' treatment of sexual
content is in great taste. Aaah, I mean, it is very well done. They
obviously have producers and directors who understand the dlffer-
ence beiween a succession of rapid fire zoom-in i zoom-out 'crotch

shots'and a careful pan from the lady's shoulder down her side iust
away from the breast to the lower extremities, finally coming into
proper focus just as the camera comes to a pan-rest someplace
between her navel and her knees.

Now it happens that I do not care for the content of the Playboy
Channel. There is something repetitious about seeing the same girl
from six hundred ditferent angles always doing the same thing. A
person can even get sick of ice cream if he eats too much ol it at one
lime. The East Germans have obviously figured this one out. They
actually build the sexual parts into a story and if I can just get more time
to work on my Berlitz German course l'll tell you what they are saying!

Someplace out there is an execulive from Playboy or some other
'erotica' channel reading this. I'll make you a deal. You get me the
SECAM to NTSC transcoder gear and l'll send you tons of East
German 'teleplays' which you can sift through for a totally new pers-
pective on sexually oriented television (no, it won't take properly on an
NTSC machine; I've triedl). Maybe the American failure of the Playboy
Channel to take hold is more due to the American director's fetish with
the camera zoom and crotch shots than it is with the American attitude
concerning sex on television. I'm willing to bet most people could look
at East German 'teleplays' and not be offended. Aroused, yes.
Offended, no.

Which suggests the obvious. lf you operate in an area where
Gorizont is visible (roughly the Mississippi, east), you may be missing
an excellent selling leature in dish systems. Yes, we usually use a
twenty foot dish (when you've got it, you use it). But, we also get an
almost perfect (modest sparklies) picture on a Hero 13 footer as well
and since Bob Behar started pushing his horizon to horizon systems to
stateside dealers (CSD, March), this might be a neat trick for you to
offer since your competitor with just a 'US Domestic Dish Moving
System' can't touch those eastern sky signals. We could probably
start an entire cult of new television fanatics; people who sit (or lay)
down around 4 PM eastern every afternoon and tune to transponder 9,
after locking their doors, pulling down the shades, and sending the
kids out to the back yard.

SALES
ENGINEERS

l l  vou're a BSEE who's tired ol the same old routine, you're
reidv for an excitinq career chanqe to RF SYSTEMS DlVlSl0N ' a
orowth-oriented dll ision ol General Instrument Corporation.
0ur recent relocation to new headquarters in Tucson, Arizona is
creatino dvnamic career opportunities Jor the individuals who
qualify'to join our staff.

For consideration. vour backoround must include a minimum of
3 vears sales exoerience, a BSEE and the abil ity to manage sales
towholesale elebtronic distributors and electrical c0ntractors. A
knowledge ol TVRO products is required. Exposure to TV/
MATViCATV is desired.

lf vou're one of the candidates we select, you can look forward
to a competit ive salary, comprehensive fringe benefits, an invit-
ino Sunbelt location and the challenqes and rewards 0l lolnrng
an-organization that is leading the way in the field of electronic
communications products. Renew your career goals - send a
resume, including salary history and expectations (n0 ph0ne
calls - please, principals only) to:

Personnel 0eparlmenl

RF Systems Division
General  Instrument Corp
4229 $. Fremonl Ave.

Tucson, AZ 85714
An Equal 0pponunity Enployer M F

EAST GERMANY'S DDR'2/ Good night is not good bye.
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' on K LM SZrWtn#l,, o stations

KLM Electronics has expanded the
phenomenal popularlty of the Sky Eye
M V recelvers by introduclng several
new technologically advanced recelver
systems & accessories deslgned to sadsfy
your exploding consumer need, and
keep KLM on the leadlng edge of
consumer product development
Your customers already know KI,ltI
quallty, now you can prcfft from our
complete line of Earth Statlon recelvers,
antennas, & accessories that add con-
venience, perfomance and new capabll-
itles to any installadon. The more com.
plete the lnstallation, the more proflt for
you. KLM has consistantb ldd the lndus-
try in design and marketabtltty wlth our
unique modular product ltne. The varlety
of receiver price ranges and our upgrade.
able system design adds unequalled

flexibiltty when tailoring installations to
lndividual budget requirements.
To top it all off, KLM has implemented
a nationwide advertising campaign spot-
lightlng our individual Jomponeits and
integrated systems thru premium circu-
lation Trade/Consumer magazines and
newspapers, as well as point-of-purchase
support and sales tools to make your
merchandising program complete.
So stock up, the customers are coming.

Call your distributor or write us for details.

Hectronics
P.O. Box 816
Morgan Hil l, CA 95037




